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INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this paper is to determine if our

ordinary-language notions of modal terms furnish a basis

for the development of modal logics, and if so, how and to

what extent. I shall begin by distinguishing the "use"

of a modal term and the "ground" for it. Briefly, the

logical relations between statements are due to the uses

of their terms, and the grounds for a statementthe

<v»Se we would produce to Justify its assertion. In

Chapter One I shall distinguish five uses of modal terms,

and in Chapter Two I shall enumerate a number of grounds

for sentences containing modal terms. In the next two

chapters I shall employ the results of Chapter One and

Chapter Two in connection with the two most important

problems facing modal logic: Iterated modalities and

statements in which a quantifier binds a variable which

is within the scope of a modal term.



CHAPTER ONE

THE USESOF MODAL TERMS

Section A: The Notions of Use and Ground,

In this section I shall introduce two notions which I

will make use of throughout this essay: these notions are

use and ground. I will establish these notions in a some¬

what formal manner. The reason for doing this is to show

that these notions can in fact be given a definite formulation.

I shall, however, after this section tend to neglect the

more formal considerations which are present in it. In

particular, when I go on in the succeeding sections of

this chapter, I shall follow ordinary language and will

not directly apply many of the definitions on which the

semi-formal formulations of "use" in this section depend.

To begin with "use",this needs to be said: the (To p-0
logical relations which a statement has to other statements

are determined by, amongst other things, the words which

are contained in the statement. We cannot say that they

are determined solely by the words contained in the

statement, because, e.g., the reference of the demonstra¬

tives and the definite article are dependent on the

circumstances in which they are uttered; hence, the truth

values of the two statements which contain the same words

may be different.
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I will even add to what I have said that there seems to be

no reason why the results of this section could not be

extended to accommodate an unrestricted class of statements.

Now for a given statement there is a class of statements

which have a certain logical relation, e.g., "contradictory

to", to this statement. Thus we will have, for any state¬

ment, a class of statements which are all those, and only

those, which are contradictory to the statement* another

which are all those, and only those, which are entailed by

it; a third, which are all those, and only those, which

are sub-contraries to it; and, in general, for any logical

relation, we will have the class of all those, and only

those, statements which have that logical relation to the

given statement. At this point I wish to introduce a

useful definition:

Definition 1: A use-class of "p" ( where "p" is any

statement ) the ordered class consisting of

classes, each of which consists of those, and only

those, statements which have a certain logical

relation-to "p".

Here it is obvious that the use-class of a statement

is dependent upon the analysis used. If in one analysis

one is concerned with logical relations R^, R2, and R^, then
the use-class of a statement "p" will be the ordered

triplet consisting of the class of all, and only those,
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statements which have relation R^ to "p"; the class of
all those, and only those, statements which have relation

R2 to "p"; and the class of all those, and only those,
statements which have relation R^ to "p" in that order.
On the other hand, if in another analysis one is concerned

with relations R^, R^, R^, and R^, then the use-class
of a statement "p" will be the ordered quadruplet con¬

sisting of the class of all and only those statements

which have relation R^ to "p"; the class of all and only
those statements which have relation R^ to "p"; the
class of all and only those statements which have relation

R^ to "p"; and the class of all and only those statements
which have relation Rc to "p'V—in that order.5

At this point it would be helpful to introduce a

notation which explicitly mentions the logical relations

investigated in a certain analysis.

Definition 2: A ( R^,R2,...,Rn) = the analysis
which is concerned with relations (logical relations)

^1' ^2* * * *»^n*
Making use of definitions one and two, we have:

Definition The use-class of statement "p"

relative to A ( R1,R2,...,Rn), in symbols ( 0^,
02>»»»>0n) = the ordered n-tuple consisting of
the class of all and only those statements which
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have relation R^ to "p" (i.e., 0j); the class
of all and only those statements which have re¬

lation R2 to "p" ( i.e., 0^); ...; and the
class of all and only those statements which have

#

relation R to "p" (i.e., 0 ) in that order.
n n

It should be pointed out here that what I mean by

"logical relation" is to be taken in a very wide sense.

Not only Is it to include relations which are studied in

formalized systems, but also such relations as "...Is

analyzable as..."

Now for certain statements, the use-class relative

to A ( R^, R2,..., Rn) may not be uniquely specifiable!*
In these cases one or more of the classes 0^t 02,..., or
0 for "p" is not uniquely determined by A ( R^, R2,...,
R ). I shall say here that a "determinant analysis"

of statement "p" Is an analysis which uniquely determines

a use-class for statement "p". Thus it can be seen that

A ( R^, R2,..., R ) can determine a class of any number
of determinant analyses, their common characteristic being

only that they are all concerned with the relations R^,

* for "0" read the Greek letter "phi".

** Intuitively, we would say that at least some of the logicl

relations of the sentence are ambiguous; hence, perhaps, Also

that the sentence is ambiguous.

Let 0lf be all the classes of statemen
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to which statement "p" has relation R^; 0^ being
established by one determinant analysis; (2^ being ^etab-
lished by another determinant analysis; etc. I can now

introduce another notation:

Definition ( Gfk, ^ = df the use_class
J. T-

of statement "p" relative to the k— determinant

analysis of the form A ( R-^, R2,..., Rn ).
Of course, for any integers k, l,&m, it might be the case

that = {T1.
m m

The use-classes relative to A ( R^, R2,..., Rn)
of the statements we are concerned with are determined by

the terms which these statements contain. Thus the dis¬

tinction between one determinant use-class for a particular

statement relative to A ( R-^, R2,..., Rr ) is cbtermined
by the terms that statement contains. We can now begin

to introduce the notion of the use of a term. If a

statement has only one determinant use-class relative to

A ( R^f R2,..., Rn ) then it has not been shown that any
of the terms contained in it have more than one use.

As n is increased, the evidence becomes greater that the

terms, in a particular context, do not have more than one

use.

Establishing that a term has a certain number of
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(logiaal) uses is not always a clear-cut process. For one

thing, the number and kinds of logical relations which are

involved in a particular analysis indicate what uses a

statement has and thus also the uses of constituent terms.

A unique list of use-classes of a statement could not be
XI X 2

determined unless all the classes

^i» ^2» ***»^n for statement could be
determined. But this would entail that all logical

relations, R^ n, which the statement could have to any
other statement could be uniquely specified; and exactly

what is to be accepted as a logical relation is not in all

cases evident. Also, this would presuppose that all the

statements of each class $ could be listed, or at least

indicated. But this is obviously impossible, for these

classes are infinite. And from the fact that the logical

use-classes of a sentence cannot be uniquely specified

it follows that the logical uses of a term cannot be

uniquely specified. Also, there is the difficulty thati

even when a statement has two distinct determinant analyses,

the term or terms to which this multiplicity can be

traced are not usually thereby determined from that

statement alone.

In determining the CLogica]) uses of a term one must
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consider, usually, a group of statements in which that term

occurs. Then it is a process of abstracting that which is

common to the use—classes of a group of these statements

and it would automatically change if the term in question

were replaced by a different term. Notice, I do not say

"...abstracting that which is common to the use-classes

of all of these statements", but only "...to the use-classes

of a group of these statements." For, given one term there

may be a number of uses.

To put it more formally the uses of a term could be

represented, at least in part, as a use-class of a state¬

ment-schema in which all but the particular term in question

( but possibly a few other terms as well ) is represent ed

schematically. For example, to represent part of the use

of the term "or", we could have a use-class for "p or q"

as ( ) where ^ = ( "p", "q",...),
being the relation "...entails..."; = ( "not p

and not q", "not ( p or q )", "neither p nor q", ...),
p

being the relation "...is contradictory to..."; 0^ =
( " p and not q", "q and not p", ...), where the

second determinant analysis of "p or q" is as "either p

or q ( but not both)"; = ( "not p and not q; or

p and q", "not (p or q)", ...).

Of course, the use of a term is usually determined

by the context in which it appears. In determining the
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use of a terra from a context, one may have to take a relatively

large linguistic unit into consideration, e.g», a para¬

graph; or perhaps the use can be determined from one or

two words immediately preceding or following the word in

question.

To illustrate how the use of a term can be determined

from a context I take the example of the definite article,

"the". There is one use of it in which "the A is B"

entails, and is entailed by, " All A's are B's". Examples

of this use are: "The whale is a mammal"; "The Triumph is

a fast car"; and "The Fir tree is green all year." What

is common to all the contexts here is that the definite

article precedes a quantitative noun in the singular which,

despite the juxtaposition of the definite article, refers

to a number of things ( in fact, to the whole class of

things to which it is correctly applied). On the other

hand, there is another use of "the" in which " The A

is B" does not entail "All A's are B's". Examples of

this are: "The car ran off the road"; "The factory has

stopped operation";and "The company is bankrupt"

Despite being in a clear context a term's use might

not be definitely specifiable. But context is very often,

if not usually, a good indication of use. As a consequence
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of this, a similarity in context very often, if not usually,

indicates a similarity of use.

The second factor in my analysis is what I shall call

the ground for applying a term. Just as two occurrences

of the same term can be two different uses of it, and, in

general, a term can have a number of uses, so can two oc¬

currences of the same term have two different types of

grounds for their application, and, in general, a term

can have a number of types of grounds for its application.

This is not to suggest that there is a one-to-one correlation

between uses and types of grounds. On the contrary?, some

types of grounds are appropriate for a number of uses of

a term, while some uses of a term are related to a number

of types of grounds. For example, that p is true and q false

is a ground for applying "or" in "p or q" in both the

use expressed in Latin by "vel" and the use expressed in

Latin by "aut". And both that p and that q are grounds

for applying "or" in " p or q " in the use expressed

in Latin by "v&l '

In order' to reach a fairly exact notion of ground it

is necessary to begin by considering statements, as we did

with the notion of usq ,since statements are what are true

or false. Given a particular statement, "S", and a class

of statements, ( "E^', "E^1,..., "E^1), the relationship is the
support which ( ..., "En" ) gives to »S». This
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relationship can range from no support at all, i.e., where

"S" and ( "E1", "E2",..., "En" ) are independent, to the
case where ( "E^', "E2",..., "En" ) entails"S". Here it is
desirable to abstract so that we talk of the support which

a class of the kind ( "E-^", "E2",...,"En" ) gives to a
statement of the form "S". Now, obviously, the terms

which a statement contains are intimately connected with

the form of that statement. So, we can 1alk about the amount

of support which certain kinds of classes of statements

give to statements of the form "... f ...",where "f" is

a particular term. This, then, is what is meant by some¬

thing being the ground for the application of a term: if

a class of statements of the kind ( "E,", "E ",...,"E " )1 * d. ' 1 n

gives some support to a statement of the form "... f ...",

then a class of statements of the kind ( "En", "E ",..., "E " )1 d n

is a ground for the application of the term "f".

I say " a class of sentences of the kind..." rather

than "...of the form..." because there may be more than

simply formal considerations involved in a class of sentences

being a ground for the application of a term.

It is probably obvious by this time that there is an

over-lap between the use-class of a statement of a certain

form relative to a certain analysis and the grounds for

applying the distinctive term in a statement of this certain

form. The case in which this over-lap occurs is where a
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class of statements of the kind ( "E-^", ..., "En")
entails a sentence of the form "S". If we think of

( "E, ", "E2",...,"En" ) as containing only one member,
"E M ( which would be "E-^ & E2 &...& » then, if the
use-class of "S" includes the class of those statements

which entail "S", then "E " will be a member of a class' m

of the use-class of MS". And since "E " entails "Su.
m *

a statement of the same kind as "E " is a ground for
m a

applying the distinctive term ( i.e., the term whose

occurrence makes "S" of the form that it is ) since en¬

tailment is certainly a relation of support.

Section B: Epistemic Uses.

As mentioned at the beginning of Section A, I shall

follow ordinary language in distinguishing uses of modal

terms. But the results of the last section are still

relevant here, even though I do not apply them to any

great degree. One result which is of importance here is

that the distinction between uses is somewhat indeterminate.

We can often distinguish two uses by finding two different

determinate analyses with regard to a single logical

relation. But until we have gone through all logical

relations we will not be certain of how many uses there

are for the term in question.

However, the uses which i distinguish here I feel
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are not only naturally distinguished, but it is also

important to distinguish them in that statements which

contain the different uses differ in many and in particularly

important logical relations to other statements. Also I

feel that to distinguish them more specifically would

evolve into nit-picking. There is one use which I present ,

the imperative use, which is certainly distinguished

from the others, but which might be rather artificial

in that it is distinguished from other uses, which I do

not mention, which share many of its characteristics.

This brings up the question of the completeness of

my list of uses. Certainly it is incomplete in that it

does not include the uses akin to the imperative use.

But the imperative use was included as representative

of the group. ( It was chosen in particular because it

is easier to analyse than the rest.) With this exception,

however, the list is practically complete in that it covers

the most obvious cases. However this may be, the notion

of a complete list of uses for a class of terms is a very

foggy notion,,which one can see from Section A.

I shall begin by discussing three uses of "possibility"

covered by M.R. Ayers in his book entitled, "The Refutatian

o f Determinism". He^rites as follows,
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"The first kind of possibility to be
discussed is sometimes called 'epistemic
possibility'...The sentences 'It is pos¬
sible that it will rain tomorrow' and 'He
might possibly call tomorrow', as normally
used, would express relative possibility-
statements,
"The second kind of possibility is 'natural
possibility'...An example of a natural
possibility-statement would be 'It is not
possible that life should exist on the sun.'
I shall also talk of the related concepts
of 'natural necessity', 'natural power' and
'natural potentiality'. An example of an
attribution of a natural power would be a

proposition expressed by 'This car can do
100 m.p.h.', taken in its normal sense.
"Thirdly, I shall distinguish a general
kind of possibility that I shall call
'possibility for choice'. An example of this
kind of possibility-statement would be
'It is passible for him to come to dinner
tonight', which mightVbe expressed 'He
could come...' or 'It is in his power
to come...' Consequently it may be des¬
cribed as an ascription of a power to a
person, or, simply^ an ascription of
'personal power',""*

To begin, then, with epistemic possibility, this can

be said. This use of "possibility" is relative to knowledge,

hence its close affiliation with the terra "probable".

This use is common in ordinary language; for example,

when we see dark, low clouds rolling in from the West at

evening, we say, "It's possible that it will rain tomorrow."

1. M.R. Ayers, The Refutation of Determinism.(Methuen. 1968)
pp. 12-13.
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However, if the clouds blow over and the barometer rises by

the next morning, we then might say, "It's not possible that

it will rain today." And even though both statements refer

to the same day, they both might be correct since the evi¬

dence available on the one evening is different from the

evidence available on the next morning.

The close connection between this sort of possibility

and probability comes out in ordinary language. We often

say that something is possible, but not very probable. Again,

we often use the terms "possible" and "probable" interchange¬

ably, but with this difference: it makes sense to ask how

probable something is, but not hoyir possible it is. That is,

we recognize degrees of probability, but^degrees of possibility.

That epistemic possibility is not capable of degrees*

"Certain" is often used in a sense such that a person is
*
certain that p iff he is utterly convinced that p. I shall
use "certain" only in contexts which are, or could be para¬
phrased to be, of the form "It is certain that..." The truth
or falsity of a statement of this from, unlike a statement of
the form "X is certain that p", where "X" refers to a person,
iS dependent on the knowledge of the whole society of which
the utterer is a member. Another distinction between these
two uses of "certain" is that "It is certain thatrp" entails
"p", but "X is certain that p" does not. For example, "Some
ancients were certain that the earth was flat" is a true
statement. But "It was certain that the earth was (is?)
flat" is not true.

"It is certain that..." is identical with "It is
known that..." except that certainty entails utter con¬
viction ( on the part of some member of the society).

That certainty is not capable of degrees will be
questioned in Chapter Four. But this will depend on con¬
siderations which will be brought up later.
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is a simple corollary of the fact that to say that some¬

thing is possible in this use is equivalent to saying that

it is not certain that ... not .... For example, to say

"It is possible that it will rain tomorrow" is equivalent

to saying "It is not certain that it will not rain to¬

morrow." There is also the converse relation; if some¬

thing is certain, then it is not possible ( in the epistemic

use ) that ... not ....

This relationship with certainty is a distinguishing

characteristic of epistemic possibility. The other uses

of "possible" which I shall consider have a similar re¬

lationship with "necessary", but not with "certain".

And "certain" is distinguished from "necessary" in that a

statement of the form "It Is certain that ..." entails

a statement of the form "It Is known that...", whereas

a statement of the form "It Is necessary that..." entails

no such statement.

Section C: Natural Uses.

1. '•
Ayers makes the distinction between "It is possible

for Smith to call" and "It is possible that Smith will

call" as he puts it in his example. This particular example,

1. ibid, p. 14.
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however, is relevant to possibility for choice, which

I shall take up next. But the same distinction exists

between natural and epistemic possibility. In general,

epistemic possibility is expressed by a statement of the

form "It is possible that...", and natural possibility is

expressed by a statement of the form "It is possible for..

But, I think, it is generally felt that this verbal

difference is not sufficient to establish that there are

two different sensesor uses of possible here. First of

all, it should be pointed out that a natural possibility

statement does not entail an epistemic possibility state¬

ment. This can be seen by considering that what is

episteraically possible is relative to the knowledge we

possess at the time; whereas what is naturally possible

has only to do with the particular object or objects, and

is independent of our knowledge. For the same reason, an

epistemic possibility statement does not entail a natural

%L. An occurrence of the natural use of "necessity" can be
followed by "that". For example, "It is necessary
that the tides are higher in Spring." This suggests
that an occurrence of the natural use of "possible" can
be followed by "that". For example, "It is not possibl
that the tides are not higher in Spring." The point is
that epistemic modal terms are always followed by "that
And, we might say, it is more fitting for natural
modalities to be followed by a phrase containing "for".
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possibility statement.

For example, a catain car may be capable ( i.e., it is

naturally possible ) of doing 100 m.p.h., but yet we may

know for sure that it will not ( i.e., it is epistemically

impossible). Again, all the evidence may indicate that it

is possible that a certain car does 100 m.p.h., but yet

the car might not be capable of doing 100 m.p.h.

Perhaps the most compelling reason for treating these

two kinds of possibility as separate senses is that epis-

temic possibility is associated with certainty, while

natural possibility is associated with (natural) necessity.

That is, "It is not (epistemically ) possible ...not..."

is equivalent to "It is certain...", and "It is not (naturally)

possible ...not..." is equivalent to "It is necessary..."

Kneale, in his book entitled Induction and Probability,

brings out the point that though science aims at "principles

of necessitation" ( i.e., propositions stating connexions

of natural necessity ), yet a scientist is never certain

that he has arrived at such a principle. For a scientific

law applies tp an open-ended class, all the members of which

obviously cannot be examined.

However, we need not go into the realms of science

to show that the notions of necessity and certainty are

distinct. Neither entails the other. For example, we
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may be certain that a particular building is forty feet

high, but it certainly is not necessary that the building

be forty feet high. Again, it may be necessary that a

particular rock in a rock pile rolls -down such-and-such

a side of that pile ( because of the forces acting upon

the rock ), and yet we may not know for certain that the

rock will roll down the pile.

Section D: Possibility and Necessity for Choice.

The third use of "possible" which Ayers discusses

is "possibility for choice". I shall here present in

outline Ayers' argument for the distinction between this

use and the natural use. But in the next section I will

argue that "possibility for choice" is best considered

as only a particular application of a wider use of

"possible" which I shall call "conditional possibility".

With regard to "possibility for choice" this use

usually occurs in a context containing "for" rather than

containing "that". And the same points apply to the

distinction between this use of "possible" and the

epistemic use of "possible" which were mentioned in

regard to the distinction between the epistemic and natural

form 11'I.t.-4-s—no-t-possible for. ..not... ", where the

is possibility for choice, is equivalent to—a
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ntintomonfc-.of necessary for,,,".- Ptofca id

I i 11 o t h e-~na-tu-gal,- ose -of, - "po ssib l.e " and distinct from.

oiiintiomio-wftr A-yers does not dinauco "necessity fe*>-

oholo o" y—bttt At ie important- to notice that such ft-»o4iefr

can to introduced quite-simpty^.

The distinction in question here is that between

natural possibility and possibility for choice. It would

only be begging the question to say that the distinction

is a clear one since possibility for choice applies only

to people qua agents, and natural possibility applies

only to physical objects and to people qua physical objects.

What has to be shown is that there are two separate senses

of "possible" which are applicable to different sorts of

things because of their different logical relations.

J. cae.it in thir. wayi Ayers has two basic, although

related, arguments for his thesis that possibility for

choice is distinct from natural possibility. He presents

his first argument in one paragraph:

"Probably the most striking logical difference
between the powers of a thing and a person's
ability to do various particular actions is
that the latter may depend very much on
'extrinsic' circumstances. A car that is
locked in a garage does not thereby lose
its powers, but a prisoner is deprived of
his. When we ascribe a power to a thing
we are characteristically saying something
about its own nature but nothing about the
circumstances in which it is placed; but if
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we assert that a man could have done an

action we imply not only something about
the man himself but also that the circum¬
stances are favorable to the action, that
there is nothing in them to prevent it."

Ayers goes on to add that the common^place distinction

between "general capacity" and "opportunity" is relevant

here. Natural possibility has to do with general capacities

but neglects opportunity. For example, if a car can do

100 m.p.h., we say that it has the capacity regardless of

whether it is being driven down the open road or is locked

in a garage. But possibility of choice has to do with both

general capacities and opportunities. A person locked in a

cell cannot rurta mile in five minutes simply because being

locked in his cell he does not have the opportunity.

Ayers' second argument stems from his belief that a

natural possibility statement can be analysed as follows:

"It is possible for x to be k nn ha tnlrmn tii> means jn some

2
circumstan ces, x would be k." * Now Ayono onguoo; not

vary eiiinvj.nfianaff3.yy ■ tha-t-t-he ..ar^Iy.si^~o£-ffl.Qd-al~~s-tatomon£&

oo hypotheti<r.a.liSi ia .a real ..ad.wane.e_.in. an an.alysi.a-.af .■fch.ftaj

1. ibid, p. 103.

2. ibid, p. 69.
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wonningi Ho woven this-nuba-v-A»e-^- the- only point of interest
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As opposed to this analysis, statements expressing

possibility for choice can be paraphrased only as so-called

" bogus hypotheticals". Now the antecedent of a hypo¬

thetical states a condition, the fulfi Iment of which is

sufficient to bring about the state of affairs expressed

in the consequent. Basically, there are two suggestions

on how to analyse a statement attributing a power to a

person, e.g.,"Georgegcan solve the problem", into hypo¬

theticals. One is that the antecedent expresses a mental

act and the consequent expresses a personal power, e.g.,

"If he wishes, George can solve the problem." The second

is also that the antecedent expresses a mental act, but

that the consequent expresses an exercise of the power

expressed by the modal statement, e.g., "If he wishes,

George would solve the problem."

Now it is difficult to draw a line between George's

wishing, trying, or choosing to do something, and his

actual execution of it. "Wishing", "choosing", and

"trying" are often used simply to express that the agent

in question does something intentionally. It is apparent
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too-rU a nd
that these^mention action- wassek/do not express conditions
in the same sense that, say, rain is a condition for the

grass to be wet.

Ayers sums up his argument agains.t the view that

statements of possibility of choice are analysable as

hypotheticals as follows:

"...not every action requires another as
means to performing it; not every action
has to be,or could be, 'brought about',
some must simply be done. It is a re¬
lated truism ... that the experiment or
trial verifying the existence of an ability
may simply toe the action in question. Trials
need not always have some element of action
in common, independent of their result in
the way in which a successful and an un¬
successful attempt at hitting a golf ball
may sometimes have in common an identical
swing. Thus the possibility of any hypo¬
thetical analysis of personal power is ruled
out. In fact, that testing one's ability
to do something is not the same kind of
thing as testing the truth of a h;ypo thetical,
simply follows from the truism that in
order to do something it is not always
necessary to do something else first." *

Section E: Conditional Uses and "Possibility for Choice"

Reconsidered.

In what follows I shall present a use of the modal

1. ibid, p. 1^5.
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terms "necessary" and "possible" which occurs in con¬

nection with both physical objects and people qua agents.

I shall try to show that Ayers' "possibility for choice"

is an instance of this sort of possibility which I shall

call "conditional possibility"^ the correlative term, of

course, is 'bonditional necessity". I will also have to

show that these modalities are distinct from natural

modalities; in doing ©o I shall rely in part on the dis¬

cussion of Ayers' "possibility for choice" discussed

in the last section.

Ayers' first argument that "possibility for choice"

is distinct from natural possibility is that the former

depends on "extrinsid1 circumstances and the latter does

not:

"...if we assert that a man could have done
an action we imply not only something about
the man himself but also that the circumstances
are favourable to the action, that there is
nothing to prevent it." *

But the possibilities and necessities for physical

objects often depend on the "extrinsic" circumstances,

or as I shall call them, or often call them, the conditions.

For example, if a car is parked with its bumper against a

1. ibid, p. 103.
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stone wall, we say that it is not possible for the car to

move forward. And this is not because of the state of

the car itself ( we can assume it is in working order )

but because of a condition on the car,- i.e., it is against

a stone wall. Again, if a ship is sailing into a strong

wind, we say that it is necessary for it to go at a speed

of less than so-many miles per hours, even though it is

(naturally) possible for it to go at a faster speed when

it is not heading into the wind.

Certain Stoics made the distinction between modal

statements which are true because of the nature of the

thing which the statement is about, and modal statements

which are true because of extrinsic conditions."*"' The

first sort are those which I call natural modal state¬

ments, and the second sort are those which I call con¬

ditional modal statements. To consider these two sorts

of modalities it is convenient to have them arranged in

the traditional square of opposition^ booidoo| that thoy

dc fit the square of oppositlon i.s -ua^-al-ly- taken an a

Aead-14i-&B--f-Q-r-'-taJua6.^AaaLag. modal trnrmr, We can take

1. c£, William and Martha Kneale, The Development of Logic.
( Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1962), pp. 117-12$» Chpt 111,
" 2. Megarian and Stoic Theories of Modality".
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"It is (naturally) possible for x to (b<^ k' as:

(1) "x's nature is such that x is not prevented from

being k"

The contradictory of "It is (naturally) possible for

x to be k" is "It is (naturally) impossible for x to (b^ k"

And the contradictory of (1), which we take for impossibility,

is:

(2) "x's nature is such that x is prevented from being

k."

The contrary of "It is (naturally) impossible for x to

k" is "It is (naturally) necessary for x to (b^ k" The

contrary of (2), which we take for necessity, is:

(3) "x's nature is such that x is prevented from being

not k."

The contradictory of "It is (naturally) necessary for x

to (b^ k" The contradictory of (3), which we take for

non-necessity, is:

(4) "x's nature is such that x is not prevented from

being not k."

From the.formulation of (1), (2), (3), a"d (U), we

have straight off that (1) and (2) are contradictories,

and (3) and (if) are contradictories. Also, (2) and (3)

are contraries. We must now check whether (1) and (4)
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are subcontraries. For (1) and (if) not to be subcon-

traries it must be possible for theit contradictories

to both be true„ But, as we saw, (2) is the contra¬

dictory of (l);and (3) is the contradictory of (if); and

(2) and (if) are contraries. So (1) and (^3?^o\h be false»

thuf/they are subcontaries. We have yet to show that (3)

entails (1); and that (2) entails (if). If (3) did not

entail (1), then it must be possible for (3) and the

contradictory of (1) to be true. But the contradictory

of (l) is (2), which is the contrary of (3). So (3)

cannot be true and (1) false, i.e., (3) entails (1).
%

Likewise, if (2) did not entail (if), then it must be

possible for (2) to be true and (if) false. But the con¬

tradictory of (if) is (3) which is the contrary of (2).

So (2) cannot be true and (if) false, i„e., (2) entails

(if). It should be added that these relations between

(1), (2), (3), and (if) would meet any reasonable criterion

of relevance. (Many logicians feel that for "p" to entail

"q", or to be the contradictory, contrary, or subcontary

of "q", "p"and "q" must be relevant, in some way, in

subject matter.)

For conditional modalities we start out by taking

"It is possible for x to (be) k" as:
«

(5) "There are no extrinsic conditions which prevent x

from being k."
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For impossibility we have:

(6) "There are extrinsic conditions which prevent x

being k."

For necessity we have:

(7) "There are extrinsic conditions which prevent x

from not being k."

And for non-necessity we have:

(8) "There are no extrinsic conditions which prevent x

from not being k."

It should be evident that, as the conditional modalities

are presented liere, they are not used in ordinary language

except in the cases of necessity and impossibility. For

example, we do not say that it is possible for a broken-

down car to be driven ten feet forward even if there is

nothing blocking its way. Neither do we say of a person

in the open air that it is possible for him to jump 100

feet in the air. What we do use in ordinary language

are modalities which can be derived from (5) - (8) by

substituting "extrinsic or "intrinsic1 conditions" for

"extrinsic conditions." (In the jargon I am using here,

an intrinsic condition would be a facet of something's

nature.) Making this substitution, and applying de Morgan"s

law in the first and fourth cases, we get for possibility,

impossibility, necessity, and non-necessity, respectively:
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(9) "There are no extrinsic and no intrinsic conditions

which prevent x from being k.V

(10) "There are extrinsic or intrinsic conditions which

prevent x from being k."

(11) "There are extrinsic or intrinsic conditions which

prevent x from not being k."

(12) "There are no extrinsic and no intrinsic conditions

which prevent x from not being k."

It is evident now why we can say that conditional

necessity and impossibility are used in ordinary language,

but that conditional possibility and non-necessity are not.

This is because in (10) and (11) we say "extrinsic or

intrinsic conditions"; thus it is enough for establishing

modal statements of these sorts that there are only extrinsic

conditons which prevent x from being k or not k. But in

(9) and (12) we say "no extrinsic and no intrinsic conditions";

thus it is not enough for establishing modal statements

of the form of (9) and (12) that there are only no ex¬

trinsic conditions which prevent x from being k or not k.

Another result which is brought out in the above formulation

and which accords with ordinary usage is that a statement

of natural necessity or impossibility implies a statement

of this hybrid form of necessity or impossibility, but not

vice verse; and a statement of this hybrid form of possibility
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or non-necessity implies a statement of natural possibility

or non-necessity. An example might bring out how this

accords with ordinary usage. We might say on a very windy

day of a plane that it is not possible for the plane to

take off. But, then again, it is possible for the plane

to take off," because aerodynamically it satisfies the

right specifications. Also, we might say of a system

comprising two bodies that it is necessary for the one to
m-^ m2

attract the other with a force equal to G ^ •
r

Then no matter what the extrinsic conditions are, the two

bodies attract each other accordingly.

From what has been said, it follows that conditional

modalities, in relation to ordinary language, are ab¬

stractions. However, I have shown how a set of modalities

concerned with physical objects and people, tnd yet

distinct from natural modalities, can be analyzed as a

synthesis of natural and conditional modalities. In

particular, Ayers' "possibility for choice" is an in¬

stance of these hybrid modalities.

Ono tjwgstien which waa—

out tho modalities above--ls-i-What - does- the- var-iabi-c

nango ovor in £&r>nwIra-tl&n-&-• (1) (12-)?-—We -coul-d^eay...thaA
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A wMMniMflmmMRMivnHk* problem which arises from the

above discussion is the explication of the terms "nature",

"intrinsic condition" and "extrinsic condition". Now

any condition which is not an extrinsic condition is an

intrinsic condition; and the sum of a thing's intrinsic
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conditions is its nature; so if we explicate the notion

of nature, we shall be able to offer an explication for

the other two notions as well.

To begin with a pragmatic consideration: I use the

word "nature" because^ tor nnn thingy of its generality.

For instance, we can say that it is necessary for a cer¬

tain generator to produce an alternating current because

of the way the generator is constructed, i.e., because of

its nature. Again, we can say that it is necessary that

two bodies are attracted towards each other in accordance

ml m2
with the equation F = G ^, not because of their

r

construction, but simply because of their nature, and here

we leave "nature" unspecific.

There is some danger of this explication becoming

circular. We must not say that the nature of a thing

is what is necessarily or possibly true of it. What is

the case is that it is the nature of the thing which

determines what is necessarily or possibly true of it.

However, this still could be circular in an epistemic sort

of way: the .nature of a thing determines what is necessarily

or possibly true of it, and we find out the np ture of a

thing by finding out what is necessarily or possibily

true of it. But the truth is that there are other ways

of determining the nature of a thing, ways which do not
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rely directly on establishing certain modal statements

about it. An obvious case is simply observing the con¬

struction of a thing. For example, we need not have

driven a car 70 m.p.h., to be quite sure that it is

(naturally) possible for it to go 70 m.p.h. We could

simply open the bonnet and have a look around. Of course,

v/e would not be completely sure that it is possible for

the car to go 70 m.p.h., but then we would not be com¬

pletely sure about its construction (i.e., nature) either.

In fact, we could be sure that it is possible for x to k,

and yet know next to nothing about x' s nature; but yet,

that it is possible for x to k is true because of x's

nature.

Perhaps it sounds as if I am getting close to the

Aristot/iian notions of essence and accident in my division

of conditions into intrinsic ( the sum of which is the

thing's nature) and extrinsic. Actually I am not. The

nature of a thing may include what are accidents as well

as what are essences. In fact, it may be misleading to

say even that the nature of a thing includes its essence,

for the nature of a thing is found by empirical investigation,

and not by a priori considerations, except obliquely, in

that in referring to a thing or type of thing we usually

use a word or phrase which gives a partial description

of it, and hence attribute to it certain properties,
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relations, etc. In addition, the nature of a thing changes

in time.

A thing's nature exists whether we know about it or

not; and we rarely know every facet of. something's nature.

But the intrinsic conditions which are taken as important

for a certain modal statement about a thing are usually

quite few in number, and often it is just one facet of a

thing's nature which is relevant to a certain natural

modal statement. It is this abstraction of certain fecets

of a thing's nature ( i.e., certain intrinsic conditions)

which allows us to form generalizations about an infinite

or open set of things.

Intrinsic conditions are general. And it is this

generality which makes natural modalities basically general

in the sense that it is theoretically possible to derive

all natural modal statements from universal natural modal

stateme nts.

On the other hand, natural modal statements are

specific in a sense. This is most apparent with regard

to universal natural modal statements, which, following

the general form we have used for singular statements,,

we can typify as: "It is (possible, impossible,necessary,

or non-necessary) for all x such that (^(x) to be k."

In this case the intrinsic condition which is important
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is Qf, and it also indicates in which particular cases

the modal statement applies - viz., whenever we have

something which is 0". In this sense, then it is specific:

The statement indicates all the factors which are involved

in the truth or falsity of it. This is obviously also

true in the case of many definite descriptions, although

here we often have more specified than is necessary. For

instance, we might have " It is necessary for the thing
*

which is and to be k|' and perhaps that it is necessary

for it to be k is due only to i>"t being The situation

is somewhat different with regard to definite descriptions

for which the intrinsic conditio^ on which the modality

of the statement in which they occur depends is (are)

not mentioned,and also for individual constants. Here the

intrinsic conditions are not specified; but they are in¬

dicated in the modal statement in so far as the thing

upon whose nature the modal statement depends is specified.

In this sense, then, all natural modal statements are

specific; they refer to the thing upon whose nature their

truth depends.

In contrast to this, the extrinsic condition on which

the truth of conditional modal statements depends is not

referred to at all. When we say,, in the conditional use,

* for "V" read the Greek letter "psi".
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"It is possible for x to (be) k" we make no allusion at

all to any extrinsic conditions other than the implication

that there are no external conditions which prevent x from

being k» Again, when we say, in the conditional use,

"It is necessary for x to k", there is only a non-specific

existential implication to the effect that there is some

extrinsic condition which prevents x from not being k.

Of course, as regards statements of conditional necessity

and possibility, it is usually clear from the context

what the particular external condition is which prevents

x from being k or not being k. But the validity of these

statements does not depend on any particular extrinsic

condition existing. In fact, a person could utter one of

these statements on the mistaken ground that such-and-such

extrinsic conditions prevent x from being k or from not

being k, and yet the conditional modal statement could

be true because some other extrinsic condition prevents

x from toeing k or from not being k. It Is important here

to distinguish between the grounds for a statement and whatt

is actually asserted.

It is a result of this non-specificity of conditional

modal statements that they are not general. This lack of

generality can perhaps best be appreciated in an attempt

to formulate a universal conditional modal statement.
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This would be of the form: "It is (possible, impossible,

necessary, or non-necessary) for any x such that 0(x)

to be k." Or to rewrite it in terms of extrinsic con¬

ditions: " There are (no) extrinsic conditions which

prevent any x such that 0(x)_ from (not) being k. "

A statement like this could quite easily be true of a finite

number of things. All we would have to do to verify it

would be to go through each of the things which are 0

and determine whether there are (no) extrinsic conditions

which prevent each of them from (not) being k. But the

situation is quite different when those things which are

0 are an infinite or open set. If there were in every

possible instance of 0(x) some extrinsic condition which

prevented x from (not) being k, the existence of the

extrinsic conditions would be correlated with the common

facet of the x1 s natures their being 0; and these

conditions would then not be extrinsic conditions, since

they are connected with the things* natures. Likewise,

if there were in every possible instance of 0(x) no

extrinsic condition which prevented x from (not) being k,

the lack of extrinsic conditions would then be connected

with a facet of the thing's nature their being 0.

The point is, a natural modal statement gives us something,

although perhaps only vaguely referred to, to generalize

over a thing's nature or a particular facet of a thing's
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nature. But a conditional modal statement gives us

nothing to generalize over; at the most conditional modal

statements have completely non-specific existential im¬

plications.

The affinity between natural and conditional

modalities, especially in subject matter, is apparent.
tcriSidgi'ina

And, »oturning■bo the generality of things which the

variable "x" can range over in "It is naturally (possible,

impossible, necessary, or non-necessary) for x to be k",

this affinity is seen to be all the more close. It often

happens that where a conditional modal statement is in

order, the corresponding natural modal statement is also

in order, but with this difference: the designator "x"

is replaced by another expression which designates not only

the thing designated by "x" but also some of the circum¬

stances which are extrinsic to x» In this way, although,

obviously, not all the circumstances extrinsic to x can

be included, we can safely assimilate some conditional

modal statements to natural modal statements (especially

where the modality is necessity or impossibility). The

increase in specificity accomplished by this assimilation

makes possible the sort of generality which is characteristic

of natural modal statements and completely lacking for

conditional ones. And it is this drive for generality in



empirical statements which is perhaps the most character¬

istic feature of modern science. But in non-scientific

life we tend to have a generally accepted, though admit¬

tedly vague, domain of thing-hood. It lis only to be ex¬

pected that in this area conditional necessity statements

are not usually assimilated to natural ones.

Ayers' second argument for a distinct set of

modalities for human agents is that natural possibility

statements are analyzable as conditional (not modal con¬

ditional) statements; whereas statements of "possibility

for'-choice" are not.

Ayers' holds that "It is (naturally) possible for

x to be k" can be analyzed as: "In some circumstances

x would be k." But I hope to show that this is incorrect,

and to make it correct would be to make it circular. The

trouble with it is that even though it is possible for x

to be k, there may be no circumstance in which x was k,

is k, or will be k; that is, there.vmay be no actual

circumstances in which x is k. (That Ayers has to say

"x would be k" i.e., in the subjunctive is an im¬

plicit admission of this.) To make this analysis correct,

one would have to speak about a possible circumstance.

Ayers' analysis thus becomes: "It is possible for x to k"

is analyzed as "In some possible circumstances, x would be

All this analysis accomplishes is to switch grammatically
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the modal term from modifying the clause " for x to be k"

to modifying the noun "circumstances," It seems to me

extremely doubtful whether it is a helpful analysis at

all, for the possible circumstance which would satisfy

x being k most directly is simply the circumstance in

which x is k. Anyway, it obviously fails at giving any¬

thing like a definition of '(naturally) possible" since It

is so patently circular.

This result certainly makes a hole in Ayers' argument.

But we hove yet to consider conditional statements in con¬

nection with the rest of the natural and all of the con¬

ditional modalities. In what follows, I shall restrict

the discussion of conditionals to hypotheticals ( i.e.,

statements of the form "If..., then..."). It Is not

difficult to see that natural necessity statements entail

hypotheticals. I start with universal natural necessity

statements, i.e., statements of the form: " It is necessary

for all x"s such that $£) to be k." This is true ( when

it is true ) because of a facet of the x's nature -' viz.,
tha t

their being . And it is not just/the things which are 0"

which are k, but anything which would be $ would also be k.

Thus a universal natural necessity statement entails a

subjunctive hypothetical of the form: "For anything at

all, if it were , then it would be k." A singular natural
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necessity statement refers to the thing upon whose nature

its truth depends. Usually, if not always, it is just

particular facets of its nature which are relevant; and

if any other thing were like the thing mentioned in the

necessity statement in the relevant respects, then it too

would be k. So singular natural necessity statements

entail subjunctive hypotheticals of the following form:

(13) "If something were like x ( in the appropriate

respects), then it would be k."

For impossibility we have:

(14) "If something were like x ( in the appropriate

respects), then it would not be k. "

For possibility we have:

(15) "It is not the case that ( if something were like

x Z in the appropriate respects_/, then it would

not be k) . "

And for non-necessity we have:

(16) "It is not the case that (if something were like

x/_in the appropriate respects_7, then it would

be k). "

I intend to leave it an open question as to whether

the natural modal statements of the forms "It is necessary

for x to be k" and "It is impossible for x to be k" are

entailed by any hypotheticals. "If something were like x

(in the appropriate respects), then it would (not) be k"
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entails "All things like x ( in the appropriate respects)

are (not) k." Something stronger which (13) £(14)] entails
is: "All things like x ( in the appropriate respects) are

(not) k, and there is a reason for them (not) being k."

This last statement entails: "x is (not) k, and there is

a reason for it (not) being k." Whether this in turn entails

is a reason for x (not) being k, in some sense, then, it

is prevented from not being (being) k. But whether it is

prevented from not being (being) k because of its nature

is another question. "Nature", as I have presented it, is

rather indeterminate in some respects; and its indeterminacy

appears to be such that it bars a simple solution to the present

problem.

Natural possibility and non-necessity statements, on the

other hand, are obviously entailed by a host of hypothetical®.

For example, "If something is like x ( in the appropriate

respects ), then it is (not) k" entails "It is (naturally)

possible for x to (not) be k." This is also entailed by

"If x = £, then is (not) k." But both of these also entail

the non-modal statement " x is (not) k." It is obvious that

any hypothetical which entails a non-modal statement also

entails the corresponding possibility statement since, for

natural modalities at least, we have "p" entails "Mp". The

question is: Are there any hypotheticals which entail

(3) I shall leave an open question here. If there
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natural possibility statements but not the corresponding

non-modal statements? The answer seems to be: no. As we

have seen, a subjunctive hypothetical entails statements

stronger than non-modal statements, and it is evident that

indicative hypotheticals entail statements at least as

strong as non-modal statements? Apparently, then, the

only sorts of hypotheticals which entail natural possi¬

bility statements and no non-modal statements are those

which, explicit or implicitly make use of the notion of

possibility. But the relation between the negation of

subjunctive hypotheticals and natural possibility and

non-necessity statements is another aspect of the same

problem which we came up against in the discussion about

the relation between subjunctive hypotheticals and natural

necessity and impossibility statements. The negation of

a subjunctive hypothetical does not entail a statement

as strong as a simple non-modal statement; but whether

it entails only statements as weak and weaker than a

natural possibility statement is difficult to decide.

The relation between conditional modal statements

and hypotheticals is significantly different. This is

best seen with regard to conditional necessity statements.

Here no reference is made to any sort of extrinsic con¬

dition; we just assert that there is some extrinsic

condition(s) which, prevent x from not being k. Thus
•frrr.. ... — 1- - . i— ■ ■■ ■

*By'"p" is stronger than "q" ' I mean that "p" entails all
those statements entailed by "q", and more as well. "Weaker
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of/
there is no particular facet of the situation/which we

could say that if it held in another situation, than a

situation which shares certain characteristics with the

original situation would also hold.

This is just a result of the lack of generality

of conditional necessity statements which was before „

mentioned. It follows that conditional necessity states

ments do not entail hypo theticals, nor do they have the

close relationship to them which was discussed earlier

in connection with natural necessity statements that

they might not be exactly entailed by hypotheticals,

but they "almost" are. By similar lines of argument,

one can arrive at the conclusions that conditional im¬

possibility statements do not have these relations to

hypotheticalsr nor do conditional possibility and non¬

necessity statements have these relations to the negations

of hypotheticals. It is true, however, that conditional

possibility statements are entailed by some hypothetiaals.

But this is simply because a conditional possibility

statement, like most other possibility statements, i

entailed by the corresponding non-modal statement. To

conclude: it is this close affinity between natural

modal statements and hypotheticals and the lack of it

with conditional modal statements which is perhaps the

most important difference between the natural and con-

than" is the converse relation.
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ditional usee of "necessary" and "possible"*

We have seen that Ayers' attempt to differentiate

natural possibility and "possibility for choice" on the

grounds that only a natural possibility statement can

be analyzed as a statement of the form "In some circum¬

stances, x would be k" fails because a statement of

natural possibility cannot be so analyzed without becoming

circular* We have seen, however, that natural modalities

are related to hypotheticals in a way in which conditional

ones are not* And, to ray mind Aowevor, any attempt

to distinguish uses of "possible" and "necessary" within

the conditional uses ( or, rather, within the hybrid

uses conbining natural and conditional uses as described

above ) into those which apply to physical objects and

those which apply to people qua agents by appeal to

"bogus conditionals" ("If he wishes, he will...", and

"If he tries, he will...," etc.) would be unsuccessful*

The peculiarity of these hypotheticals is due to

what might be called the bogus action verbs ("wish",

"try", etc.), and not to the possibility statement which

entails them. Ryle, in The Concept of Mind1*( especially

chapter 1, sections (1), (2), and (3); and chapter V,

sections (1), (2), (3), (4) and (5)) argues that certain

1. Gilbert Ryle, The Concept of Mind. 1949.
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verbs, especially verbs which purportedly refer to mental

actions, are not action verbs at all. They are better

considered as such things as dispositionals or adverbs.

The problems connected with these verbs are obviously

not restricted to their occurrences in hypotheticals.

And obviously these verbs are applicable only to human

agents ( and in some circumstances to animals). Thus thatt

there are certain possibility statements which are ana-

lyzable into statements containing these terms shows

a similarity in subject-matter ( they are about people )

and not necessarily of logic, which we are concerned

with here. The crucial point is that these bogus action

verbs allow us to form bogus hypotheticals from a sort

of possibility statement which does not entail "proper"

hypothetical statements or their negations.

The hybrid use of modal terms discussed before

probably occurs much more commonly with regard to people

than the natural uses. This is understandable, since,

for one thing, we have difficulty in finding character¬

istics of people which we would attribute to something

as hard and fast as a nature. This is especially true

for general statements about all people. This can be

seen in the rather ethereal aspect of discussions about

human nature. But we also find the same difficulty with

regard to individuals or sub-groups of the human race.



Another point which makes the hybrid uses of modal terms

more useful with regard to people than the natural ones

i6 that we usually consider people as agents, and if the

extrinsic circumstances are such that it is necessary,

impossible, possible, or non-necessary for an agent to

do or be something, this often is an important factor in

our appraisal of the agent. This is particularly evident

in moral or legal areas.

Section F: Logical Uses.

The fourth use of modal terms which I shall consider

is logical and mathematical necessity, and logical and

mathematical possibility. For brevity I shall simply

refer to these as logical necessity and possibility, I

shall first consider the distinctions between logical

and epistemic modalities. To begin with, although in

both uses the term "possible" is employed, the correlative

term differs between the two cases: for logical modal

uses it is "necessary", but for epistemic modal uses

it is "certain". However, this still does not show that

"necessary" has a logical use distinct from "certain".

Perhaps the most important and obvious distinction

between the logical use of "necessary" and "certain" is

that "It is certain that p" implies "It is known that p";

whereas "It is (logically) necessary that p" does not?

*See footnote on pnge 15
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For the renre noted before, certainty about £ implies

knowing that £. It is also quite obvious that something

can be logically necessary without being known. For example,

if Format's last theorem is true, then it is logically

necessary; but it is not known whether Format's last

theorem is true or false.

It is a consequence of what was said in the last

paragraph that "It is certain that p" does not imply

"It is (logically) necessary that p" nor vice versa.

But we can go even further than this in that we can

cite whole families of sentences which are logically

necessary, but not certain, or are certain but not logically

necessary. Now there is an infinite number of logically

necessary sentences which have not been proved. One

example was given in the last paragraph. And all but a

finite number of these have not even been formulated.

These are all examples of sentences which are logically

necessary but are not certain. Again, we are certain
qOfflf /

about sale empirical-statements, but these, it is evident,

are not logically necessary.

It remains to show that the logical use of

"necessary" and "possible" is different from their natural

and conditional uses. This can be done by considering the

substitution of individual constants in modal contexts.

For natural necessity the following is a valid inference
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schema:

(1). L«f<a'
a = b

l 0(b)

where "L" Is "It Is necessary that...",

" 0 " is a predicate, and "a" and "b" are individual

constants. For example, from "It is necessary that the

morning star travels in an elliptical orbit about the

sun" and "The morning star is the evening star" one

can infer "It is necessary that the evening star travels

in an elliptical orbit about the sun." It can be stated

that (1) is also a valid inference schema for conditional

necessity. For example, from "It is necessary that my

car did not start ( because the battery was disconnected)"

and "My car is the car parked across the street" one

can infer "It is necessary that the car parked across

the street did not start."

But (1) is not a valid inference schema for logical

necessity. For example, from "It is necessary that nine

is greater than eight" and "Nine is the number of planets"

one obviously cannot infer "It is necessary that the number

of planets is greater than eight", since this is false.

The nearest thing to (1) which is valid for logical necessity

is:

(2). L 0T(a)
L (a=b)

L 0(b)
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An instance of (2) is: "It is necessary that nine is

greater than eight" and "It Is necessary that three

squared equals nine"; therefore, "It is necessary that

three squared is greater than eight."

Section 6: Imperative Uses*

The fifth, and last, use of modal terras which I

shall consider is what I call the "imperative use".

I call it this because of the close connection which it

has with imperatives, which will come out later on in

this section.

It is often clumsy to phrase a modal sentence of

this type in terms of'hecessary". This is sometimes the

case with the other uses of "necessary" which I have

considered; hence, the tendency to formulate statements

of the form "x must k",. rather than of the form "It Is

necessary for x to k". This tendency is even greater

in connection with the imperative use of "necessary".

So the examples of this use which I shall now give are

first formulated in terms of "must":

(1) "x must hand in the paper by Tuesday."

(2) "x must finish his meal."

(3) "In Britain one must not drive over 30 ra.p.h. in a

built up zone."

(/f) "In Britain one must pay a certain amount of his
income to the government in tax."
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These statements can be rephrased in terms of "necessary"

which 4sb a much more clumsy formulation* But "necessary"

is the term in which we are basically interested* Re¬

phrased, the statements become:

(!') "It is necessary for x to hand in the paper by Tuesday."

(2') "It Is necessary for x to finish his meal*"

(3') "In Britain it is necessary not to drive over

30 m.p.h. in a built-up zone."

(V> "In Britain it is necessary to pay a certain amcant

of one's income to the government in tax."

An important distinguishing feature of this use of

"necessary" is the relation between imperative necessity

statements and commands uttered with authority. Suppose

a teacher says to a pupil: "Hand in the paper by Tuesday!"

This entails (1*) because the teacher is in a position of

authority over the pupil in academic matters, ^lkewise,
(2') is entailed by a parent saying to his five-year-old

child: "Finish your meal!" In general, an imperative

addressed to a person(s) by a person(s) who has authority

over that person(s) in the subject matter of which that

imperative Is an instance entails an imperative necessity

statement with a reference to the person(s) to whom the

imperative is addressed and containing a subordinate

phrase which is a grammatical adaptation of the imperative.



However some imperatives are not addressed to particular

people, but to anyone who satisfies a certain condition.

For example, we can imagine a host at a party standing on

a chair and shouting: "Don't put your glasses on the piano I"

In this case, although the imperative was addressed to a

particular group of people ( the people in the room), it

applies to anyone who meets a particular condition ( being

in the room now or later). This suggests that the necessity

statement entailed by an imperative should not be characterized

as containing a reference to the person(s) to which the

imperative is addressed, but t a condition which de¬

termines whether the statement of necessity applies to

any person or does not apply to that person.

An analogous relation exists between imperative

necessity statements and laws which are issued by people

with authority in the subject-matter of which the imperative

is an instance.* For example, that Parliament has passed

a law forbidding people to drive over 30 m.p.h. in built-up

zones entails (3'). And that Parliament has passed a law

that everyone is to pay a certain amount of his income to

the government as tax entails (V). Further considerations

on the relationship between laws and imperative necessity

statements are exactly parallel to those discussed in the

*1 would add that whether something could be a law, and yet
not be issued with authority seems doubtful. I shall nott
discuss this problem for it is not relevant to my essay.
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last two paragraphs in connection with the relationship

between imperatives and imperative necessity statements.

There may be other things besides laws and imperatives

issued with authority which entail imperative necessity

statements because of their dependence on some authority.

It should be obvious from the discussion what conditions

these further things must meet. If we want a general

name for them, perhaps we could call them commands. Im¬

peratives and laws issued with authority would then be

instances of commands.

Thft peculiarity gf the use of "entailment" ,1r> thf

»riinq' paraprnpha/thal- fha

tad, involvoe*-the-notion - of the preservation of truth*

ly then the conclusion mu6t-=be

( nop aro

entail anything?

b a b aeU4»4ntreduce a looser notion than entailment; one*

a anld anil ~it--tharalation of "basing on"J —Tr n»n

if "q" is uttered, then,

"p" may be uttered as well. Asserting io—

nn instnnco of uttering, and entailing is an instancautif.

ig upon* If we have the rule that

u11 ogody^-but- asserted, then, necessarily r~"p" may be not

L, then we have the rule^-thaJL

tmm frtintivi'"li awMM»i 11 en La.! Xay.lL.
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lipll sntnAlc Hqll. .

I will tak^»Ulm^erattv&~necee&lby"- in- such a - way—

that far any~4mperatlve necesslty statement,.,thfir.a In g,

• it. - This- will simpli fy the discussioa

to-consider ground®,

to ppgo T.^ f -tmpoyn-n vo uses are artificially*

distinguished from certain other uses of modal terma*

ahe^source of this artificial distinction is the limiting

of'Imperatlve necessity statements to only those statement

far whioh—frhere Is a command which 1 e based- on- them. This*

to artelflei«lf"-in—thftt it uses a ground ( that thero~±®*

a^ecftBtand to the effect that...) in determining what i#*

puffjaertodly... a—distinct use. For now we have both thai-a

a necessity statement and a necessity-

on a ground. If we defined a loosen.

;ence irhich is related - to the -^uoi.

"basing on " is related-^to.

then we have the result that a command and

statement are equivalent. Thus-

it i o ~seen-that "necessary " im- it© imperati-ve--asa~com—

paiooo -ju»t all thos e occurrences of-~"neeessary-"--for -which-

ground could be that there is a command such- thatwn■

One distinction between the imperative use of

"necessary" and the other uses which have been covered

is that "Lp" does not entail "p"Jl It might be necessary
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in Britain to pay a certain amount of one's income to

the government as tax* Yet there may be people ( tax

evaders ) who do not pay the specified amount. Also,

it may be necessary for me to hand m$! paper in by Tuesday,

yet I might be lazy and hand it in ( perhaps in vain )

on Wednesday.

Another point which distinguishes this use of

"necessary" from the other uses mentioned is that its

correlative term is "permissible". For example, if it

is not necessary not to drive more than 30 m.p.h. on the

motorway, then it is permissible to drive more than

30 m.p.h. on the motorway. And if it is not necessary

not to finish the meal in more than thirty minutes, then

it is permissible to finish the meal in more than thirty

minutes.

But both of these features which distinguish im¬

perative necessity from natural, conditional, aid logical

necessity are also features of occurrences of "necessary"

which have not got as grounds that there is a command

such that.... For example, that it is necessary not to

kill a person does not entail that someone has never

killed another person. And it does entail that it

is not permissible to kill a person. However, only a

theist could point to an authority over all people who

commanded: " Do not kill!" In moral areas we can find
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many such examples of necessity or permissibility state¬
ments. And to hold that they are all based on commands,,

which involve an authority, would require an extreme

form of theism, or something simila; r. To say that

all uses of modal terms of this sort are imperative uses

would be begging a philosophical point. However, the

imperative use was chosen as representative of this
wider use.

tatement which i

co a command is not, entailed by an imperative nece

"uS^However, the notion I wish to introduce here is a lo/r^al
notion^Vlt is a looser notion than entailment only in a!
it sppliesss^o cases in which one or hotbGf the grammatically
complete sequbsges of words so related are hei th^iirue nor
false. Of coursejs^f "p" is "based on "q" , ther^^i" is a ground
for " o" ; but the cnnWse is not true. PoT>«the remainder of
this section I shall us&v^basing on" i^ihe artificial sense
d'fined here.

**0nly statements which are trbs^^r false can he assented; in
particular, commands are not^efscel but only uttered. And

taternents which are trueentailment is a relation
or false.

(from page 54)
*"p:T in this c
command (wh^h need not contain a modal term) is "b^Hed
imperatives necessary statement, hut a command is not

false. A
on an

g or

Lty



CHAPTER TWO

GROUNDS FOR MODAL TERMS

Section A: Grounds Afforded by £rct<k\ f" -

In what follows, I shall present various different sorts

of grounds for applying modal terms,* In each case the

ground will be presented as a determination of whether

a non-modal statement (or, rather, what the non-modal sentence

expresses) is necessary, impossible, possible, or non-necessary.

For uses of modal terms which are usually followed by "that"

( epistemic and logical uses), this construal of a ground

raises no problems since the clause following "that" is in

the grammatical form of a sentence.

But many of the uses of modal terms which I have con¬

sidered (natural, conditional, and imperative uses) are

usually followed by "for", and "for" is generally followed

by a clause which is not in the grammatical form of a sentence.

However, it was said that the following rules of inference

are valid for natural and conditional uses: ,,Lp" entails

"p"; and "p" entails "Mp". This suggests that the grammatical

form of "p" within the scope of a natural or conditional

modal term is irrelevant to our purposes here. Also, if
* It is important to bear in mind that I am for the most
part discussing sorts of grounds, not particular grounds.
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we consider imperative modal statements, it is the action

or state of a person which is necessary, impermissible,

permissible, or non-necessary. And this person's action

or state can be expressed by a sentence^ and we can say

that it is this state of affairs which is described by the

sentence whose non-occurrence is ruled out, occurrence is

ruled out, occurrence is not ruled out, or non-occurrence

is ruled out by an imperative modality statement. In

general!, then, for these three uses the grounds for them

are determinations of the necessity, impossibility,

(impermissibility), possibility (permissibility), or non¬

necessity of a non-modal statement. The non-modal state¬

ment will be of the form "x k's", but the corresponding

modal statement will be of the form "j( for a. I x to k)",

where "y»»' is one of these modalities. For our purposes

here, we can consider it a grammatical peculiarity of

modal terms of these three uses that they are followed by

a clause introduced by "for".#
In the discussion of each particular sort of ground,

I shall indicate for which logical uses that sort of ground

is appropriate" and whether it is a strict ground (i.e.,

•in«Onemipht ba-abie-to reformulate the- medieval diatinc-tioa
between modalities de die to and do re in terms of the-
die tinction-bet.woen-use- of -modal term&--fol4owedi by.,dl fopl!
and theeo fol-lows&- -by-^thabM-r-- Bufe- I"-ehol-i-i-goe'r>-tMr»
dlotinotion for the remainder of thischapter*



entails the modal statement) or not.

The first sort of ground which I shall mention is what

I call "the grounds afforded by entailment." In presenting

this ground one must cover each of the four modalities

separately. Given that "p" entails "q", and "Lp", one has

a ground for "Lq"; given that "p" entails "q" and "L -q",

one has a ground for "L -p"; given that "p" entails "q"

and#Mp", one has a ground for "Mq"; and given that "p"

entails "q" and "M -q"1, one has a ground for "M -p1'.

The grounds afforded by entailment compose a strict

sort of ground since >all of the four divisions of it are

adaptions of logically valid inference schemata. Also,

this sort of ground is appropriate for all five uses of
(J t C t p f (c >- / hi■ eptS 1c c U % 0

modal terms which I have discussed. But in regard to im¬

perative uses we must replace "M" with '!P!" ( for "permissible")

in two of the above formulations. And in-gogflrd tn eplatomi-c

myeo-'Wre mu-e-t roplaoe "Ir" wlUr""0" (fei" »>9Ptaini|) in Wie

Entailment is a logical relation.

If "p" entails "q", then it is because of the meaning of

"p" and "q" that this relation holds. This is the reason

that the grounds afforded by entailment are so important for

establishing statements of logical uses of modal terms, and

for other uses are often almost incidental. For the re¬

mainder of the discussion I will be concerned with the

grounds afforded by entaileratent only in so far as they

apply to logical uses. It is convenient to narrow the
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scope further, and consider these grounds in connection with

only logical necessity since logically necessary statements,

and not logically possible one) are what one usually wishes

to establish in logic and mathematics.

In logic and mathematics the notion of deduction is

very important. But we cannot assimilate deduction to en¬

tailment without qualification. The difficulty lies with

deductive systems in which theorems are derived by means

of rules of inference ( and not entailment) before the axioms

are interpreted. But in systems of this type the rules are

normally such that if a theorem is derivable from the other

theorems and/or axioms, then, when the system is given its

normal interpretation, the theorems and/or axioms from

which the theorem is derived entail it. Now only interpreted

formulae are necessary; so, for our purposes here, we can

treat the deduction relationship between the axioms and

theorems of this type of system as entailment relationships.

We can safely state, with this result, the restricted

ground afforded by entailment,with which we are presently

concerned, in this way. In a deductive system with logically

necessary premises, that "p" is deducible in this system is

a strict ground for "Np", where "N" is the logical use of

"necessary". This ground could be made more general by

omitting the qualification ""logically" and adding "or

certain" in parentheses. However, it is only with regard
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to logical necessity that such a ground would be of

particular interest at all.

The question arises: What is meant by "deductive

systems"? Certainly it includes formalized systems

with a specified set of axioms or axiom schemata, and

specified rules of inference. But, as I use it here,

it will include systems which do not have a specified

set of axioms or axiom schemata,and/or do not have speci¬

fied rules of interence. The only requirements are that

certain of the statements are known to be necessary not

simply because they can be derived from the others, and

that the others have been derived by means of entailment

from the former. We could call this first group of

statements the premises of the system this is why I

used the word "premises" rather than "axioms" in the

formulation of the restricted ground afforded by en¬

tailment.

Typifying "deductive systema" as I do is admittedly

extending its reference further than is normal. Such

things as informally developed branches of mathematics

are included under this notion of deductive system. But

the restricted ground given two paragraphs ago is valid

for all these systems.
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Section B: Grounds Afforded by Meaning,

The second sort of ground which I shall consider are

the grounds afforded by meaning. Sometimes the truth or

falsity of a statement can be cfeterrained by considering

only the meanings of its constituent terms and without

reference to extra-linguistic facts. In such cases we

might say that the truth or falsity of these statements

is "independent of the world." So there is no.(logically)

possible circumstance which would falsify a true statement

of this type, nor is there a (logically) possible circum¬

stance which would verify a false statement of this type.

But if the meaning of a statement is such that there could

not be a circumstance described by its negation or by it,

then that statement is logically necessary or logically

impossible.

The formulations of this sort of ground for the four

different modalities are as follows. Given that "p" has

been shown to be true by virtue of the meaning of its

constituent terms, we have a ground for "Lp". Given that

"p" has been shown to be false by virtue of the meanings

of its constituent terms, we have a ground for "L -p".

Given that "p" has been shown not to-be-false-by-virtue-

of-the-meanings-of-its-constituent-terms, # we have a ground

for "Mp". And given that "p" has been shown not to-be-true-

by-virtue-of-the-meanings-of-its-constituent-terms, we have

a ground for "M -p". We should add the restriction that "J>"
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is well-formed to the formulation of the sorts of grounds

for possibility and non-necessity since "p" might not be

true or false because it is not well-formed and hence

meaningless. For the remainder of this essay this re«-

striction will be assumed.

It should be obvious that the grounds afforded by

meaning are applicable only for logical modalities. Also

this sort of ground is a strict ground. It could not

be the case that something is true by virtue of the

meanings of its constituent terms and yet not be logically

necessary. After all, "true by virtue of it constituent

terms" is one way of explaining logical.*/ necessity.

This comment can be adapted to the other formulations

of the sort of ground afforded by meaning with regard to

the other modalities.

Here one must be careful not to conflate a sort of

ground for a use of a modal term and the explanation we

give of that use itself. In particular, we must dis¬

tinguish the sort of ground afforded by meaning for the

application of logical uses of modal terms and an ex¬

planation which can be given of the logical uses of modal

terms. This explanation of the logical use of "necessary"

is specific in that the clause, which is grammatically of

the form of a sentence, which follows "It is necessary that..."
.stereo

is true because of its meaning. Of course, if it is^true
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because of its meaning, it is also true because of the

meanings of its constituent terms. Si milar comments

can be made about the other three modalities.

There is a difference between something being true

and showing that something is true. A fortiori, there is

a difference between a statement being true for such-and-

such reasons, and showing by direct appeal to those reasons

that it is true for those reasons. We have already an

example of a sort of ground for showing that a statement

is true for a certain reason which is not a direct recourse

to that reason. This is that we have a ground for "Lp"

(where "L" is the logical use of '•necessary1')-that is,

that "p" is true because of the meanings of its constituent

terms- given that "p" is derivable in a deductive system

with logically necessary premises.

In the case of the grounds afforded by meaning, the

reason for "Lp" being true, as well as "p", is the same i'as

the ground for "Lp", with the exception that when we use

this reason as a ground it must be shown that the reason

does in fact hold. For the grounds afforded by entailment,

on the other hand, we are interested in the entailment

relationships between statements and not directly in the

meaning of the statement itself. But this ground is de¬

pendent on the meanings of the statements in so far as a

relation of entailment holds, if it does hold, because of
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the meanings of the statements so related.

Now there are statements for which the grounds afforded

by meaning t are straightforwardly applicable and for which

the grounds afforded by entailment are, if not inapplicable,

at least superflous. "All brown cows are brown" can quite

easily be seen to be true by virtue of the meanings of its

terms. But what sort of logically necessary premises would

entail this? Obviously quite a few, but it is doubtful whether

any of them would be more certain than "All brown cows are

brown." In other words, it would be pointless to use the

grounds afforded by entailment to establish "It is necessary

that all brown cows are brown." In general, in ordinary

discourse, or in any area which is not deductively systema¬

tized (in the loose sense which I am using here) the grounds

afforded by meaning are the most practical grounds for

establishing the (logical) modality of a statement.

Logical statements ( or statement schemata ) often

present no practical problems to the employment of the grounds

afforded by meaning. In fact, we would have good reason to

suspect that a person did not understand it very well, if

he failed to recognize the necessary character of an un¬

complicated logical statement uttered in that language.

For more complicated logical statements, the employment

of the grounds, afforded by meaning, appears to be rather



Impractical. The difficulty is apparently overcome in

some cases (especially where there is a decision procedure)

by explicating the pre-scientific (as Carnap would call it)

notion of true by virtue of the meanings of its constituent

terms. Such an explication involves the explication of a

number of other terms and the formulation of rules of

truth, rules of ranges, etc., and ends up with "semantically

valid" replacing "true by virtue of the meanings of its

conetLtuent terms." But it is not obvious at all that

all formalized semantics which have been used in connection

with interpreting axiomatic systems are based solefy on

explications of pre-scientific notions connected with

meaning.

The grounds afforded by meaning are in general im¬

practical to employ in connection with statements which

both occur as theorems in cbductive systems and are rarely

used in ordinary discourse. Exceptions to this are .the

cases where the statement occurs in a system for which there

is a formalized semantics; and these are only exceptions if

one assumes that determining the validity or non-validity

of a statement or its negation by means of a particular

semantics is an extension of the sort of ground afforded

by meaning.

The difficulty of applying the grounds afforded by

meaning to statements which are theorems ia a deductive
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system but are' rarely used in ordinary discourse is perhaps

best appreciated by considering mathematical examples. Now

the modality of certain elementary statements in mathematics,

e.g., " 2 + 2 = k " or " 1 + 2 = 5 " , is apparently deter¬

minable by means of the grounds afforded by meaning. We

can also apparently determine the modalities of certain

statements in more advanced fields of mathematics. But this

is generally due to the importance of definition in mathe¬

matics since a definition equates the meanings of two symbols

or groups of symbols. For example, given the definition

"ea+k— = cos a + i sin b" and knowing that cos —^ *
0 and sin 0=1, we might say that we have a ground afforded

by meaning for "LCe-^y = i)."
But there are many theorems in mathematics which, even

given all the definitions, apparently cannot be shown to be

necessary by considering Just the meanings of their constituent

terms. We can take this as a consequence of, for one thing,

the impossibility of formulating a semantics which validates

all mathematical formulae and none of their negations.

At this point I shall introduce a notion which is

connected with, although contrasted with, the notion of a

ground being a strict ground for the application of a term..

This notion is that of the reliability of a ground for

determining whether or not a term applies. This^lxot an

absolute term in that we do not say that a particular sort
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of ground is either reliable or not. Rather, there are degrees

of reliability. Now one ground is more reliable than another

ground for tf'dtermining the application of a particular term

if, when using the first sort of ground to determine whether

the tBrm applies, we have better reason to believe that the

term does in fact apply in those cases than we have when using

the second sort of ground. It is seen, then, that "reliable"

is being used here as it is commonly used.

An obvious difference between "reliable" and "strict",

as used here, is that a ground employed in a particular

occasion is either strict or not; whereas, the reliability

of a ground is a matter of degree. Again, that a ground is

strict does not involve that it is very reliable. We shall

see later that there are strict grounds which are quite

unreliable in some cases, and non-strict grounds which are

quite reliable in some cases. The reason for this is that

a particular strict ground entails the statement in which the

term is applied; but sometimes it is difficult to establish

the statement which is being used as a ground in the first

place.

Now the sort of ground afforded by meaning for logical

uses of modal terras varies quite a bit in its reliability.

This sort of ground is most reliable in the case where there

is a formalized semantics by which one can determine the

validity or non-validity of a statement or its negation.
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(But the determination of this may not even be classifiable

with the sort of ground afforded by meaning in the case of

some formalized semantics.) Yet the sort of ground afforded

by meaning is nearly as reliable, if not as reliable, for

many simple statements for which the above method is not

reliable. But with mare complicated statements, as has

been noted, this sort of ground in its "pre-scientific"

form is less reliable. In feet, with many mathematical

statements this ground is very unreliable. And there is

good reason to suspect that this sort of ground is of no

use at all with regard to many non-elementary mathematical

statements.

The reliability of the sort of ground for the appli¬

cation of "possible" and "necessary" afforded by meaning

can be contrasted with the reliability of the sort of

ground afforded by entailment. Now if "p" is said to

be necessary on the ground that it is entailed by "q",

and "q" is necessary, then there are two reasons why the

necessity of £ might be doubted: (a) "q" might not be

necessary, and (b) it might be doubted that "q" in feet

entails "p". So we can see that the ground afforded by

entailment might not be very reliable in some cases.

However, the reliability of this ground can be improved

immensely by relying on premises for which there is little
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reason to question their necessity and by having rigorous

criteria for entailment. This is in fact what is done in

logic and mathematics where we have either formalized sys¬

tems or a very rigorous proof procedure.

Section C: Grounds Afforded by Imagining.

The third sort of ground for the application of modal

terms that I shall consider is the sort of ground afforded

by imagining. The determination of the truth or falsity of

a modal sentence by appealing to what can and cannot be

imagined played a much larger role in early modern philosophy

of logic than it has in twentieth-century philosophy of logic.

One reason for this change is that the imprecision of

the word "imagine" has become more appreciated. "To imagine"

can be used as a synonym for "to assume" and for "to believe".

But these senses are obviously not what we want for a notion

affording a sort of ground for the application of modal terms.

What we want is more on the order of the sense of "to imagine"

where it is taken as something like "to form a mental picture

of". But to construe imagining as just this will not do.

For one thing, another reason why twentieth-century

philosophy of logic has tended to ignore the concept of

imagining is that this concept has very close connection with

psychologism which < i'S particularly obvious when " to imagine"
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which makes psychologism particularly repugnant for the

philosophy of logic is that what is thought, imagined, etc.,

varies from person to person. In particular, what one person

imagines when considering a particular sentence is quite

likely differait from what another person imagines when con¬

sidering the same sentence. For example, whenX hears the

statement "The sea is blue" he may formic a mental picture of

the last time he flew over the sea and looked down; when Y

hears the same statement, on the other hand, he may form a

mental picture of the last time he was looking over the side

of a ship. Thus it can be seen that there is no one-to-one

correlation between a statement and what is imagined in con¬

nection with it as there is between a statement and.(ambiguiti

and multiplicity of uses aside), its meaning.

One way out of this difficulty is to associate with the

statement "p" the class of all those states-of-affairs which

one could imagine and would be described by "p", in an ana¬

logous fashion to the association of a meaning with a state¬

ment. In the case of statement variables, a class of the

classes formed as above for each instance of the "variable

would be associated with the variable.

This liberates "to imagine" to some extent from "to form

a mental picture of" since, for example, we could imagine
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in this sense that all A's are B's a state of affairs

where the number of A's is infinite; but we could not form

a mental picture which would contain some sort of repre¬

sentation of all A's. However, even widening what can be

imagined to include all possible states of affairs still

leaves problematic cases. Perhaps the most noticeable

are mathematical statements. What states-of-affairs would

be described by " 2 + 2 = "? Perhaps we could explicate

"two" as "the class of all imaginable pair-classes" and

give an analogous explication of "four". In this case we

would have the states-of-affairs which are imaginable and

are described by " 2 + 2 a V' as those states-of-affairs

in which the union of two pair-classes i6 a class con¬

taining four members. I present this as an example of how

some of the problems might be solved when one applies an

explication of "to imagine" to particular sorts of state¬

ments. I do not intend to present a completely sufficient

explication of the notion, much less solve the problems which

arise in its application.

There is one more problem in connection with the

formulation given two jaragraphs ago which Is worth mentioning.

This formulation in itself is still open to the objection that

different people can imagine different states-of-affairs.
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But perhaps it does furnish a way out of this difficulty.

We might be able to give an objective explication for the

notion of imagining. This might be done by taking that

which is imaginable as what is imaginable by anyone and

by producing a criterion for determining when an imaginable

state of affairs is described ( in a very wide sense)

by a statement.♦

Assuming that an adequate explication of "to imagine"

has been given, and that a wide enough sense of "a state¬

ment describes a state-of-affairs" has been found, we could

state the sorts of ground afforded by imagining for each of

the four modalities as follows: given that there are no

imaginable states-of-affairs described by "-p" (and "p"

is well-formed), we have a ground for "Lp". Given that

there are no imaginable states-of-affairs described by "p",

we have a ground for "L -p"» Given that there is at least

one imaginable state-of-affairs described by "p", we have a

ground for "Mp".. And given that there is at least one imagin¬

able state-of-affairs described by "-p", we have a ground for

"M -p".

it flia notion oX—BLsaatng—i.& not free from.--sub j ec tive factors*

thing by a., statement,^-and another- person meaning -sona*
thing olae by the a&n»e-.-etateffluent. Quine ( esp., Word-
mmd OTd j oo ohap topo- l-« -Hi oncM^r)---ppasants-^mo.pa>.
philosophical otje<

>t±< >f meaning.
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These formulations make no reference to extra-linguistic

facts, other than the reference to what is imaginable. But

one of the criteria for an adequate application of " to

imagine" is that it afford a way of determining what is imagin¬

able by considering a particular statement and nothing else.

It is apparent, then, that imagining affords grounds for

the application of only logical uses of modal terms.

That wa—went'■ m imagining -which makes reference1

te anly a no ,s,ta.ta)a-snt-in-determining what is imaginable shows

that tho 13of aands-afTorded by imagining are less reliable

nHnn nn 4" Vi 1 rr*nil n fi f far the same.

.bhatthe grounds afforded by meaning are lees-'Tm

la, connection with individual statements; whereas those.

e££arderi by entailment--are always employed in connection

4-v> ihaa The consequences of this.

waco disouaaed~i 11 the last section.

Also, it seems apparent that the grounds afforded by

imagining are in general less reliable than those afforded

by meaning.

tho unonplioated-no 1

onplieateri nstiea of meaning does have its

thoy aro—»ot~ nearly as crucial as those encountere& wi th-

-tr-ng-i ni njr <?/i. gflnarany. nnaYpH Cfltd nOtlOIl Of

logg -PaHaKlo grmruia -hhnn ihn. t)na.v.pH,natfli)
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expli cated-so-as-to.

a fcaa a ffljaaaltoad "°. It affords very

rolaable grounds. But it seems doubtful that "imagining^

so as to furnish a basis for an analogous

It is conceivable, though, that an#

•ttpi-ieation for "imagining" could be given which would,

^ust as reliable as those afforded by me^ani-ag*

which commonly occur in ordinary language-

»»«Uare of little interest as theorems in d eductive ays-tome*

Bha problem, of course, is how such an explication,could^be,

ffiven.i ■

Nevertheless, the grounds afforded by imagining are

strict grounds for logical possibility and non-necessity.

For we cannot imagine what is logically impossible. We

might think we Imagine something which is logically im¬

possible, but then we are simply wrong.. That we might

think we imagine something which is logically impossible

shov/s that this sort of ground is often relatively un¬

reliable, not that it is not strict with regard to the

logical uses of "possible" and "non-necessary". But this

sort of ground is not strict with Regard to the logical

uses of "necessary" and "impossible" since we cannot imagine

every state-of-affairs, and it does not even appear to be true

that every possible state of affaifs is imaginable.
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Section D: Empirical Evidence as a Ground for Modal Terms.

A fourth sort of ground for applying modal terms is

empirical evidence of almost any type.. For each of the

four modalities I offer the following formulations. Given

that there is empirical evidence that we should rule out

"-p", we have a ground for "Lp". Given that there is

empirical evidence that we should rule out "p", we have a

ground for "L.-p". Given that there is empirical evidence

that we should not rule out Mp", we have a ground for "Mp".

And given that there is empirical evidence that we should

not rule out " -p", we have a ground for "M -p".

Empirical evidence obviously affords grounds for

applying natural and conditional uses of modal terms since

these uses occur only in statements which are empirical in

subject matter. But it does not afford grounds for

logical uses of modal terms, with one exception, since

the actual state of the physical world is irrelevant to

the truth or falsity of statements which contain occurrences

of these uses. Nor does empirical evidence afford grounds

for imperative uses, except in two oblique ways: (1),

Commands, it might be said, are sometimes discovered by

empirical investigation, e.g., when one discovers some ob¬

scure law which was passed in the last century, (2) If we

have "L -p", where "L" is the natural or conditional use of
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"necessary", then, where "L" and "P" are imperative uses,

"Lp", "L -p", "Pp" and "P -p" are rendered, if not meaning¬

less, then superflous.

It is evident that this sort of ground is generally

not a strict ground. No matter how many observations we

make, we can never arrive at a class of statements which

entails a statement of natural or conditional necessity.

The situation is generally the same with regard to natural

and conditional possibility statements, as one would expect

from the definability of (natural and conditional)"necessity"

and "possibility". There is one exception however. If we

actually observe the state-of-affairs described by "p",

then we have a strict ground for "Mp" for natural, conditional,

logical,and epistemlc uses of "possible". That this is a

strict ground for all these uses follows from the rule that

"p" entails "Mp" for these uses of "possible". This ground,

by the way, is the exception referred to in the last para¬

graph to the generalization that empirical evidence does

not afford grounds for logical uses of modal terms.
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Section. E: Grounds for Epistemic Uses.

All of the sorts of grounds mentioned so far for the

application of "possible" are also grounds for the appli¬

cation of the epistemic use of "possible" since this use

is relative to evidence,and a ground for something being

possible is also evidence that it is not necessarily false.

For the same reason empirical evidence is generally a

strict ground for the epistemic use of "possible".

But not all the grounds mentioned above for applying

"necessary" are also grounds for applying "certain". Only

those grounds which for "necessary" are both strict and

reliable are grounds for "certain". "It is possible that...",

where this is the epistemic use of "possible", is equivalent

to "It is not certain that...not..»"» We have another sort of

ground for the epistemic use of "possible". Given that there

are no strict or reliable ground for "-p*» we have a ground

for "Mp".

Of course, from the feet that "certain" is equivalent

to no use of "necessary", it follows that there are grounds

for applying "certain" which are grounds for no use of

"necessary".

There is an interesting result which follows from the

point that for something to be a ground for "certain" it

must be reliable. We have seen that "reliable" is a relative
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term grounds are more or less reliable, not either

reliable or not reliable. From these two points we can

conclude that the grounds for applying "certain." are

strict in relatively few cases in connection with

necessity statements only where we might say that the

ground for the necessity statement was "completely re¬

liable". And these cases are restricted to logical

and imperative necessity statements since theBe are

the only uses of "necessary" for which there are strict

grounds.

Section F: Grounds for Imperative Uses.

For imperative uses of modal terms we have the sort of

ground afforded by command.* For the four modalities this

sort of ground can be construed as follows. Given that there

is a command which expresses the same thing as "p" (itself a

command; hence neither true nor false), we have a ground for

"Up" (with the appropriate grammatical changes in "p").

Given that there is a command which expresses the same thing

as "-p", wo have a ground for "U -p". Given that there is

no command which expresses the same thing as "-p", we have a

ground for "Pp". And given that there is no command which

♦"Command" was taken at page 53 as an imperative, law, etc.,
uttered with authrity.



expresses the same thing as "p", we have a ground for "P -p".

This sort of ground is a strict ground. This is a

consequence of what was stated on page 5k, i.e., that a

statement of the form "£»p", where "L" is the imperative

use of necessary, is true, if and only if there is a com¬

mand which expresses the same thing as "p".

This sort of ground is not always very reliable. There

is often the question whether the authority which issues

a purported command actually has autkrity over the particular

individuals in the particular field. When a law has been

judged unconstitutional it is because it has been decided

that the authority which issued the law did not have authority

in the particular field over the individuals involved.

That we cannot always determine whether a particular

command expresses the same thing as "p" is another factor

which sometimes makes the sort of ground formulated above

relatively unreliable. Perhaps the most obvious examples

of this are in jurisprudence with regard to the interpretation
of the law. Another type of example would be children

maintaining that what their parents told them to do did not

actually cover a certain case which they failed to do.

That commands afford grounds for only imperative uses

of modal terms should be obvious. Commands are neither true

or false, and the other uses of modal terms have a close

connection with the notion of truth and falsity in that for
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these other uses "I (or C) p" entails "p", "L ( or C) -p"

entails " -p", "p" entails "Mp" and " -p" entails "M -p".



CHAPTER THREE

ITERATED MODALITIES

Section A: Iterated-Modality Statements Containing Only
Logical Uses of Modal Terms.

The formulations of the various sorts of grounds in the

last chapter all contained reference to a statement or com¬

mand "p" and a modal statement of the form "L( or C)p",

"L( or C) -p", "M (or P)p", ctr "M( or P)wp'». The question

now arises whether "p" itself can be a modal statement.

This is obviously a question which must be answered in¬

dividually for each sort of ground. Also, which uses of

modal terms occur in "p" is important. And, since we

found it essential to mention in the last chapter for

which uses of modal terms each sort of ground was appropriate,

it will likewise be important here to distinguish the uses

of "L" ( "M", "C",or »P") in "L (M,C, or P)p", where "p"

in this case is itself a modal statement, even when we

are discussing the same sort of ground for "L(M, C, or P)p".

(A inA o appaeaeh to -the- probi em o f 11era ted modalities*

iftArjrtit U.,a. prima facie, confusion., between the notions oi»

iiUni Por the relation, between iterated modality.

rt-a tamaafaa. which. w.a. are, looking for are logical relations*

and li o i>»» ...hav&-to- -do ■ wi th- the use of modal. terms,....

finot of rail, --the- last -two- of the three consideratio®*

miar.-.iQj-.od ■ in—the-- last paragraph were..
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■nl-rmir liira.

ordinary discourse we very rarely use

iterated modality statements, with the possible exception

of iterated modality statements of the second degree in

which the first modal term occurs as an epistemic use, and

the second as another use. So we have not got the pre¬

cedent of ordinary discourse to follow in this case in

determining the logical relations which hold for modal

statements. I here take an alternative to ordinary dis¬

course to cfetermine whether certain logical relations hold;

investigating the relations between the grounds for a modal

statement of Qne form and use and a modal statement of

another form, c on tainpj perhaps some modal terms of a dif¬
ferent use. This evidently is the best ( and perhaps only

acceptable) alternative to following ordinary discourse

in establishing the characteristics of different uses.

r,-n -hv,iv4-v. and- fal'&l-ty- o-f'-ey.-ffe'ren'b'

a tb tmmaft&s- is of crucial importance to the

iUti»ja6m-ari»«stAtABi16»b6-r v and .grounds- ar e

da&orirtining (although o, :

»aawM.ihnfry) ■ thS' truth or -falsity -of-a-statemsnW So to

some extent in this chapter I am using results about the

sorts of grounds for the application of modal terms to
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establish results about the uses of modal terms. But this

could hardly be called a confusion, since it is being

overtly done because of the inability to employ the

precedent which was used earlier in establishing the char¬

acteristics of the different uses - viz., ordinary dis¬

course. In most cases the principles and relationships

will be explicable by appeal to the points made in Chapter

One about the various uses. It is only in connection with

iterated-modality statements which contain only logical

uses of modal terms where an unavoidable appeal is made

to grounds which are not reflected at all in the prior

discussion of use.

The iterated modal statements which I shall consider

will all be of the form "Xp", where "X" is a sequence of

two or more modal terms. Thus I shall not be considering

all forms of iterated modal statements. For example,

"L ( p^ Lq)" is an iterated modal statement, but not of

the form "Xp". However, iterated modal statements not of

the form "Xp" are usually equivalent to statements of this

form, or conjunctions or disjunctions of this form,

especially in a system in which all the connectives are

truth-functional or definable in terms of truth-functional

connectives and modal terms. Also, the results obtained

with regard to iterated modal statements of the form "Xp"

would probably form a prolegomena for considerations of
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other forms of iterated modalities.

In this chapter I shall consider almost exclusively

Iterated modal statements which contain no negation signs

before modal terms. This does not aff.ect the generality

of these results at all. For by means of the equivalences

"L( or C)p s -M( or P)-p" and "M (or P)p = -L (or C) -p"

(where "p" occurs for imperative uses and "C" occurs for

episteraic uses), any negation sign before a modal term

can be eliminated.

I shall discuss only iterated modality statements

which contain only logical uses of modal terms in this

section. In the next section I shall discuss the other

uses. In the first paragraph of this section it was said,

in effect, that, where "X" is a sequence of one or more

modal terms, there are three Important factors to con¬

sider in determing whether "L( M,C, or P) Xp" is meaning¬

ful andhow it is related to other iterated-modality state¬

ments: (a) the grounds for "1" ("M", "C", or "P"), (b)

the uses of the modal terms which comprise "X", and (c)

the use of "L'1 ("M", "C" or "P"). For iterated-modality

statements which contain only logical uses of modal terms,

the sort of ground for the modal terms which comprise "X"

is also an important consideration. For there are at

least three sorts of grounds which are particularly im¬

portant for logical uses of modal terms, and since ordinary
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discourse furnishes us with no precedent here, I rely on

consideration of the grounds for these terms.

I shall begin by discussing iterated-modality state¬

ments in which the ground for each occurrence of a logical

use of a modal £erm j_s the same. At the end of this

section I shall comment on statements containing iterated

logical modalities in which there are different grounds

for different modal terms.

To begin with iterated-modality statements in which

the ground for each term is afforded by imagining. In

Chapter Two, section C, page 13, the following formulations

were given for the grounds afforded by imagining: Given

that there are no imaginable states-of-affairs which are

described by "-p" ( and "p" is well-formed) we have a ground

for "Lp". And given that there is at least one imaginable

state-of-affairs described by "p", we have a ground for

"Mp". But does this make sense when "p" is either of the

form "Lp" or "Mp", where the ground for "L" or "M" is

also afforded by imagining? To determine this, let us

write out "IpM and "Mp" by using adaptions of the formu¬

lations given above for "L" and "M" obtained by eliminating

the quotation marks around p. "Lp" becomes: "The state-of

affairs -p is not imaginable". "Mp" becomes: "The state-
&

of-affairs p is imaginable." We can now substitute these

*
"The state-of-affairs p..." could be made more explicit
by saying "The state-of-affairs, that p,..." but I shall
hold to my first formulation.
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construals of "Lp" and "Hp" for "p" In the formulations

of the grounds afforded by imagining. The grounds for

"MMp" is then: Given that there is at least one imaginable

state-of-affairs described by "The state-of-affairs p

is imaginable", we have a ground for "MMp".

But what sort of state-of-affairs would we be imagining

here? Evidently, someone (perhaps ourselves) being able to

imagine something ( a state-of-affairs). But it seems evi¬

dent that what we can imagine someone else being able to

imagine is dependent on what we can imagine, although,

perhaps, we can imagine them Imagining it "better" or

"worse", "more clearly" or "less clearly". And evidently,

if we have an explication of "imaginable" in accordance wi&H

which what is imaginable is not dependent on particular

people, then i^ it is imaginable that a state-of-affairs

can be imagined, this, if it means anything, is true if and

only if the state-of-affairs is imaginable. So we have the

result that iterated-modality statements in which the grounds

for each modal term is afforded by imagining, if they are

meaningful, are redundant.

The grounds afforded for "necessary" and "possible"

by meaning were stated in Chapter Two, section B, page CZ,

as: Given that "p" has been shown to be true by virtue of

the meanings of its constituent terms, we have a ground
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for "Lp". And given that "p" has been shown not to-be-

false-by-virtue-of-the-meanings-o f-its-constituent-terms,

we have a ground for "Mp". We can give construals of

"Lp" and "Mp" by replacing the modal term with adaptions

of the ground for that term, but omitting the reference

to showing that.... "Lp" then becomes: " *p' is true

by virtue of the meanings of its constituent terms."

And "Mp" becomes: " 'p' is not false-by-virtue-of-meanings-

of its constituent terms."

Substituting these construals of "Lp" and "Mp" for

"p" in our formulations of the grounds afforded by meaning

for "necessary" and "possible" results in the following.

Given that " •p' is true by virtue of the meanings of its

constituent terms" has been shown to be true by virtue of

the meanings of its constituent terms, we have a ground

for "LLp". Given that " ' p' is not false-by-virtue-of-the-

meanings-of-its-constituent-terms" has been shown to be

true by virtue of the meanings of its constituent terms,

we have a ground for "LMp". Given that " •p1 is true by

virtue of the meanings of its consituent terms" has been

shown not to-be-false-by-virtue-of-the-meanings-of-its-

condituent-terms, we have a ground for "MLp". And given

that " * p* is not-false-by-virtue-of-the-meanings-of-its-

constituent-terms" has been shown not to-be-false-by-
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virtue-of-the-meanings-of-its-constituent-terms, we have

aground for "MMp",

Now all of these cases of grounds for second degree

modal statements are meaningful and unproblematic. For

the semantical predicates "...is true by virtue of the

meanings of its constituent terms" and "...is not false-

by-virtue-of-the-meanings-of-its-constituent-terms" can

be shown to apply or not to apply to a statement by con¬

sidering only the meanings of the terms of that statement.

Hence, not only is a statement of the form " 'p* is true

by virtue of the meanings of its constituent terms" and

" 'p' is not false-by-virtue-of-the-meanings-of-its-con-

stituent-terms" true because of the meanings of its terms,

or not false-because-of-the-meanin^-of-its-terms, or the

negation of it is one of these two, but It can often be

shown to be so. The problems of showing whether or not

a statement of one of the above two forms, or its negation,

is true because of the meanings of its terms or not false-

because-of-the-meanings-of-its-terms is almost always, if

not always, the same problem encountered in showing that

"p" or "_p» is true because of the meaning of its terms

or not false-because-of-the-meaning-of-its-terms in the

first place. For the two semantical predicates mentioned
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above are not in the least complicated and offer no problems

for an analysis of their meaning.

It is obvious that we can arrive at formulations of

grounds for iterated modalities of any degree where the

grounds for the modal terms are afforded meaning. All
A

we need do is to go through the above procedure for formu¬

lating the grounds for second degree modal statements, but

using a second degree modality instead of a first to formu¬

late the grounds for third degree modal statements; we

could take these formulations, but substitute third degree

modal statements for second degree modal statements, to

formulate the grounds for fourth degree modal statements, etc.

It is also apparent why I omitted reference to showing

that...in the construals of "Lp" and "Mp". The reason is

that " ' p' has been shown to be true by virtue of the mean¬

ings of its constituent terms" and " 'p' has been shown

not to-be-false-by-virtue-of-the-meanings-of-its-constituent-

terms" are never themselves true because of the meanings

of their terms. For what is shown about a statement Is

not determined solely by the meanings of its terms. In

fact, nothing at all may be shown about it.

But that the reference to showing that...is omitted

does not usually affect these formulations. We saw above

that the semantical predicates "...is true by virtue of

the meanigs of its constituent terms " and " isnot false—
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by-virtue-of-the-raeanings of its consitutent terms" offer

no problems as far as grounds for them are concerned

when they are applied to a statement which already con¬

tains one of them in the only phrase npt contained in

quotations marks. In feet, the only problematic cases of

their application is to statements to which they are not

already applied. So there are basically the same problems

for applying these semantical predicates to "p" as there

are for applying them to "Xp", where "X" is a sequence of

any number of modal terms, the grounds for which are af-

fonfed by meaning. As long as a reference to showing that...

is included in the ground for the last term, these problems

are still allowed for. And the formulations which I gave

satisfy this condition.

Assume that it has been shown that "p" is true by

virtue of the meanings of its constituent terms. Then it

is true that " 1 p' is true by virtue of the meanings of

its constituent terms." But this is not only true, but

true by virtue of the meanings of its constituent ters.

For "...is true by virtue of the manings of it s con¬

stituent terms" applies by virtue of the meanings of its

constituent terms to those and only those statements

which meet this description and it makes no reference to

anything but terms. From what was said earlier about the

lack of problems in applying this semantical predicate to



statements which contain it as^ only phrase not inside
quotation marks it follows that there is a ground for

" 1 'p' is true by virtue of the meanings of its con¬

stituent terms ' is true by virtue of the meanings of

the meanings of its constituent terms". And this is a

strict ground, since all grounds afforded! by meaning are

strict. But "Lp" was construed as " 'p' is true by virtue

of the meanings of its constituent terms". So, when the

ground for "L" is afforded by meaning, we have the result

that when we have a ground for "Lp", we necessarily have a

ground for "LLp". Thus, in this case, "Lp" entails "LLp".
n 1

We can substitute "L ~ p" where "n - 1" is any integer

greater than zero, for "p" and arrive at the result that

"Ln "*"p" entails "Ln p". From the transitivity of en¬

tailment it follows that "Lp" entails "L^p", where the

ground for all occurrences of "L" are afforded by meaning.

Now it is a valid rule for logical necessity that

"Lp" entails "p". Where the ground for "L" is afforded

by meaning, we can substitute "L ~ p" for "p" with

the result that "Lnp" entails "Ln ~ ^"p". By transitivity

of entailment it follows that "Lnp" entails "Lp". Since

"Lnp" entails and is entailed by "Lp", "L^p" is reducible

to "Lp", v/here n is any integer greater than zero and the

grounds for all occurrences of "L" are afforded by meaning.

By a similar line of argument we can conclude that



"lip" is reducible to "Mp" with the same conditions im¬

posed on "M" and "n". But here we have as a result of

a valid rule for logical possibility that "Mp" entails

"Mnp", and we would then have to show by appeal to the

sort of ground afforded by meaning that "Mp" entails

"Mnp".
Likewise we can show that "LMp" is reducible to

"Mp" and that "MLp" is reducible to "Lp". From these

four results about the reducibility of iterated modalities

we can conclude that, where the grounds for all modal

terms are afforded by meaning, all iterated modality

statements are reducible to statements of the form "Lp"

and "Mp" - i.e., iterated modalities can be eliminated

where the grounds for all the modal terms are afforded

by meaning.

The sorts of grounds afforded by entailment for

"necessary" and "possible" which were given in Chapter Two,

section A, page 59 , are:

(1) Given "Lp" and that "p" entails "q", we have

a ground for "Lq".

(2) Given "Mp" and that "p" entails "q", we have

a ground for "Mq".

Since "p" can be any statement whatsoever, as long as it

satisfies the conditions "Lp" and that "p" entails "q",

we can replace "p" by a variable which ranges over names



of statements as long as it satisfies these two conditions.

I shall use "A", "B", etc.,for these types of variables.

However, it is not the name "p" which occurs in "Lp",

nor is it the name of a variable. It was said before

that "p" is necessary because of its meaning. This sug¬

gests that we could use other variables, "a", "b", etc.,

which are correlated with the variables "A", "B", etc.,

in that "A" ranges over the names of statements and "a"

ranges over the statements themselves, and where a name

of a statement is given as the value of "$i', the statement

itself is taken as the value of "a11.* (i) and (2) can be

reformulated in accordance with this suggestion and replacing

"q" with "p" as:

(1') Given that there is an A such that "La" and

"A" entails "p", we have a ground for "Lp".

(21) Given that there is an A such that "Ma" and

"A" entails "p", we have a ground for "Mp".

Construals of "Lp" and "Mp" can be given which are

based on (1') and (2')» "Lp" becomes:

(3) "There is an A such that 'La* and A entails 'p' ".

* Cf. Chapter Four, section B, for the analogous problem
for individual variables. In that section many of the
results are applicable to statements and statement
variables as well.



"Mp" becomes:

(k) "There is an A such that 'Ma' and A entails ' p1".

Substituting (3) for the first occurrence of "p"

in (1') and "Lp" for the second occurrence of "p" and re¬

placing "a" and "a" with "B" and "b" in (!•) gives:

(5) Given that there is a B such that "Lb" and B

entails "There is an A such that 'La' and A

entails 1 p'", we have a ground for "LLp".

According to (5) we have a ground for "LLp" if there

is a necessary statement which entails the statement, "There

is an A such that 'La' and A entails 'p'". We could

easily formulate analogous grounds for "LMp", "MLp", and

"LLp". To have such a situation as this , we would have

to have a deductive system (in the loose sense) in which a±

least some of the theorems state entail&b&t relationships

between statements. Such a system, of course, would be

metalinguistic in that it would contain names of statements

(the variables over which "A" ranges). And some of these

names would be names of modal statements.

For certain inference schemata which are valid for

logical modalities to hold in a system of the kind en¬

visaged here, it would have to contain theorems which

mention other theorems. Also, "B" in (5) ranges over

statements which mention statements over which "A" ranges.
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If we could justify this breach of <the object language-

metalanguage distinction here, we could presumably justify

a breach of the metalanguage-metametalanguage distinction,

etc. Thus iterated modalities of any degree would be

meaningful, and non-redundant. I shall later make reference

to the problems of finding reduction relations for these

iterated modalities.

Besides the objection that such construals of iterated

modalities as are furnished by (5) involve a breach of the

object language - metalanguage distinction, there is also

the objection that such systems as were envisaged above are

impractical. Both of these objections are avoided if we

(a) eliminate all variables which range over names of

statements in favor of variables which range over state¬

ments, and (b) eliminate all names of statements in fevor

of the statements themselves. We can accomplish (b) by

introducing a dummy operator "That" which precedes the

names of the statement stripped of its quotation marks

(i.e., precedes the statement). The scope of this operator

can be indicated by parentheses. Reformulating (1') and

(2') along these lines gives:

(1") Given that there is an a such that That (La)

and a entails That (p), we have a ground for

That (Lp).
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(2") Given that there is an a such that That (Ma)

and a entails That (p), we have a ground for

That (Mp),

(1") and (2") also give us grounds for "Lp" and "Mp"

since "Lp" is true If and only if That (Lp) and "Mp" is

true if and only if That (Mp),

(3) and (4) can be reformulated as:

(3') "There is an a such that That (La) and a entails

That (P)."

(V) "There is an a such that That (Ma) and a entails

That (p)."

And (5) becomes:

(5') Given that there is a b such that That (Lb)

and b entails That (there is an a Buch that

That (La) and a entails That (p)), we have a

ground for That (LLp),

The analogous grounds for That (LMp), That (MLp)

and That (MMp) are:

(6) Given that there is a b such that That (Lb)

and b entails That (there is an a such that

that That (Ma) and a entails That (p)), we have

a ground for That (LMp),

(7) Given that there is a b such that That (Mb)

and b entails That (there is an a such That
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(La) and a entails That (p)), we have a ground for

That (MLp).

(8) Given that there is a b such that That (Mb) and b

entails That (there is an a such that That (Ma)

and a entails That (p)), we have a ground for That

(MMp).

(6), (7), and (8) are $5unds for "LMp", "MLp" and

"MMp", respectively, as well since "LMp" is true if and

only if That (LMp), "MLp" is true if and only if That

(MLp), and "MMp" is true if and only if That (MMp),

Whereas those formulations of the grounds for iterated

modalities which contain names of statements and variables

for names of statements are applicable only when there is

a fairly rigorously developed deductive system which has

theorems in which others of its tharems are mentioned,

those formulations which contain no such names or variables

are applicable in many other cases as well. It is convenient

to include under the term "statement" not only those

linguistic entities which are true or false and have been

formulated, but also those which have not been formulated.

Then (5'9,(6),(7) and (8) can express relations between

statements within the same deductive system (in the loose

sense used here) even when this deductive system is not at

all rigorously presented.
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To take an example from informal number theory: It

is possible that n is an integer between 9 and 15. This

entails that That (n is not even, which is possible, entails

That (n is prime)). Existential generalization gives us:

There is a b - namely, That n is an integer between 9 and

15 - such that That (Mb) and b entails That(there is an

a - namely, That n is even - such that That (Ma) and a

entails That n is prime. So we have a ground for That

it is possible' that it is possible that n is prime, and

hence also a ground for "It is possible that it is possible

that n is prime."

What sort of reduction rules are these, then, be¬

tween the iterated modalities furnished by the formulations

of the grounds afforded by meaning which contain no names

of statements or variables which range over names of state¬

ments? I maintain that there is not<t,single answer to this

question. Entailment affords a sort of ground which

might be called specific as opposed to the sort of ground

afforded by meaning which is ££ieral.<l>

The grounds afforded by meaning are considerations

of only one statement — the relationships which hold between



statements are incidental to this sort of ground. Thus

if it has been shown, for example, that a statement is true

by virtue of the meanings of its constituent terms, then

it has been shown to be true by virtue of the meanings

of its constituent terms: full stop - no further speci¬

fication can be-added.

But the grounds afforded by entailment are considera¬

tions of the relationship between statements. Thus if it

has been shown that a statement is entailed by a necessary

statement, for example, then we can specify what particular

statement this necessary statement is. Or if it is shown

that a statement is deduciole in a deductive ^stem with

necessary premises, then this deductive system, can be speci¬

fied. That is is possible to specify what statement entails

the statement or in which ^stem it is deducible is what is

meant by the specificity of the grounds afforded by en¬

tailment.

Different deductive systems, even if they contain

some of the same statements as theorems or premises, will

usually have different deductive relationships between

their theorems and premises. So for any two deductive

systems it might well be the case that there are different

general characteristics of the deductive relationships

between their axioms and premises which determine which

reduction rules hold between iterated modalities based on
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entailment. The question of what reduction rules are

valid for iterated modalities based on the formulations

of the grounds afforded by entailment which do not contain

names of statements or variables which range over names

of statements, then, is to be answered for individual

deductive systems, or perhaps different sorts of de¬

ductive systems.

The points made in the last paragraph are also true

for iterated modalities furnished by the formulations

which include names of statements and variables which

range over names of statements. So in this case, too,

the problem of reduction rules must be answered for

individual deductive systems or sorts of deductive

systems.

I have considered how the three sorts of grounds for

logical uses of modal terms individually furnish construals

of iterated-m&dality statements. I shall now consider

whether they furnish any additional condruals when taken

together.

Consider a second degree modality statement in which

the ground for the first modal term is afforded by imagining, and

the ground for the second is afforded by meaning. If we construe



these modal terms in terms of their grounds, as has been

done throughout this section, then iterated modality state¬

ments of this form would be true if and only if it were

the case that something were imaginable or unimaginable

in connection with the statement, or its negation, that

some statement is true because of its meaning or not false-

because-of-its-meaning. In this case, then, we would be

concerned with the imaginability or unimaginatLLity that a

statement's meaning determines its truth, falsity, or

neither. But then we would be concerned with the imagin¬

ability or unimaginability of a typographical entity or

series of noises possessing a particular attribute. And

this would just furnish a ground afforded by imagining

for a first degree modal statement.

We might try to avoid this conclusion by taking

entities which are expressed by statements- "propositions"

in Carnap's sense. Then we might construe an iterated-

modality statement of the type discussed here as a state¬

ment asserting that it is imaginable or unimaginable that

a proposition or its negation, always or never holds. But

this amounts only to a reformulation of the sort of ground

afforded^ imagining for first degree modal statements.
Second degree modality statements in which the ground

for the first term is afforded by meaning, and the ground

for the second term is afforded by imagining can be treated



similarly. We can construe these such that they are true

if and only if it were the case that "There is an (no)

imaginable state-of-affairs described by 'p' ( or '-p')"

is true because of its meaning or is not-false-because-of-

its-meaning. It is evident that "There is an (>•<. ) imagin¬

able state-of-affairs described by *p' (or '-p')" is never

true or false because of the meanings of its terms. For

imagining is not a logical or semantical notion/ But this
"MLf>*

does not rule out having grounds for "llLp", "H-Lp"
" /V\-- L p'l

and However, such modality statements would be

pointless without the corresponding statements of iponBsibility
i j? o * > i > 11 "t y

and .•Vin.w w»rrcOTv£ty.

That the grounds afforded by meaning and the grounds

afforded by imagining when taken together do not furnish

a way of formulating iterated modalities (other than the

pointless ones mentioned in the last paragraph) can be

viewed as a consequence of the fact that the® two sorts of

grounds are checks on each other. If by means of the

grounds afforded by imagining we conclude that a certain

modal statement is true, then we could check this by means

of the grounds afforded by meaning and vice versa. Of

course, the grounds afforded by meaning are generally more

suitable and reliable than those afforded by imagining; so

there is more reason to check the results of applying the

grounds afforded by imagining with the grounds afforded by
* It might be the case that no one can imagine anything.
It might also be the case that there are no people at all,
and again nothing would be imaginable.
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meaning than there is for the converse situation.

We arrive at a different conclusion for grounds

afforded by meaning and those afforded by entailment taken

together. A sort of ground afforded by entailment for

"LLp" is that "Lp" occurs as a theorem in a deductive

system with necessarily necessary premises. Assume that

the ground for asserting that these premises are necessary

is afforded by meaning. Then, in "LLp" the ground for

the second occurrence of "L" is afforded by meaning and

the ground for the first occurrence is afforded by entail¬

ment.

Of course, to avoid an infinite regress of entailment

relationships, somewhere along the line the ground for

certain premises being necessarily necessary must be

afforded by meaning or imagining. Objections have already

been presented to having grounds afforded by imagining for

second degree modalities when the ground for the second

modal term is affolded by meaning. So the ground for the

necessary necessity of the premises must be afforded by

meaning as well. The same conclusion can be arrived at

for necessarily possible, possibly necessary, and jossibly

possible premises for which the ground for the second modal

term is afforded by meaning.

But we have seen that, where the grounds for all oc¬

currences of modal terms in a statement are afforded by
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meaning, all modalities are reducible to first-degree

modalities. Thus we may conclude that all premises in

the sort of system envisaged have, if they are modal

premises, are reducible to first-degree modal statements.

And the theorems which are deduced in a system are of the

same modal degree as the premises. Thus an Iterated

modality which has a term, the groundr for which ise

afforded by meaning, preceded by a term, the ground for

which is afforded by entailment, is reducible to a modality

which is identical to it except that the term for which

the ground is afforded by meaning is deleted.

In considering second-obgree modality statements in

which the ground for the first modal term is afforded by

meaning, and the ground for the second is afforded by en¬

tailment, it is convenient to consider the four combinations

of "L" and "M" individually. "LLp", given the above con¬

dition, can be construed as:

(9) " 'q* entails 'p' and 'Lq'" is true because of

its meaning.

A conjunction is true because of its meaning if and only

if each of its conjuncts is true because of thir meanings.

So (9) is equivalent to the conjunction of

(10) " * q' entails •p•" is true because of its meaning,

and

(11) "Lq" is true because of its meaning.
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It follows from the discussion of two paragraphs back that

we can safely assume that the ground for "Lq" is afforded

by meaning. It follows from the reduction rules given for

iterated modalities based on the grounds afforded by

meaning, then, that (11) is equivalent to:

(12) "q" is true by virtue of its meaning^
This is a construal of,

(13) Lq.

Now entailment is a relation which holds or does not hold

because of the meanings of the statements so related. So

(10) is true if and only if,

(14) "q" entails "p".

Since (13) is equivalent to (11), and (14) is equivalent

to (10), the conjunction of (10) and (11), which is equiva¬

lent to (9), is equivalent to the conjunction of (14) and

(13), which is:

(15) "q" entails "p" and Lq.

But this is a construal of "Lp". So we have the reduction

rule,in this case, that "LLp" can be replaced by "Lp".

Construing "LMp" along these lines gives:

(16) " 1q* entails 'p' and 'Mq'" is true because of

its meaning.

An argument analogous to the one given in the last paragraph

could be given here to justify the reduction rule that "LMp"

can be replaced by "Mp".
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Analogous construals of "MLp" and "MMp" give:

(17) " '"q1 entails •p' and 'Lq'" is not false-because-

of-its-meaning.

and

(18) " •q * entails 'p' and Mq,M is not false-because-

of-its-meaning.

But it is not true that a conjunction is not false-because-

of-its-meaning if and only if its conjuncts are not false-

because-of-their-meanings. There i6 not way of relating

the semantical predicate "...not false-because-of-its-

meaning" individually to the conjuncts of (17) and (18).

So the reduction rules for replacing "MLp" with "Mp" or

"Lp" and "MMp" with "Mp" areijvalid.

For iterated modality statements based on both grounds

of meaning and of entailment in general, then, we have the

following result: Any iterated modality statement satisfying

this condition can be reduced to one containing only modal

terms for which the grounds are afforded by entailment un¬

less the initial term is "M" and the grounds for it are

afforded by meaning; in that case it is reducible to a

statement in which the initial "M" is the only modal term

for which the grounds are afforded by meaning.

Grounds afforded by imagining, on the other hand, to¬

gether with grounds afforded by entailment do not offer a

basis for any iterated modalities which are not based solely
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upon grounds afforded by entailment. In the first place,

imagining does not furnish any iterated modalities on its

own, so, for the ground "q" entails "p" and "Lq" (or "Mp")

"Lq" must be only a first degree statement if its ground

is afforded by imagining. In this case the ground for

"Lp" ( or "Mp") would be afforded by entailment but would

only be a first degree statement; in particular "L" (or "M

would not contain within its scope a modal operator con¬

strued in terms of imagining.

We can construe a second degree modal statement in

which the ground for the first modal term is afforded by

imagining and the ground for the second is affoided by

entailment, as: A state-of-affairs is (not) imaginable

which is described by "(It is not the case that) 'q'

entails 'p1 and 'Lq' or 'Mq' ." It is quite obvious

that objections parallel to the objections to modal terms

construed in terms of imagining preceding modal terms con¬

strued in terms of meaning can be raised here. I will not

elaborate on them though.

In summary: The sort of ground afforded by imagining

furnishes no basis for iterated modalities, on its own, or

together with the other two sorts of grounds. The sort of

ground afforded by meaning furnishes the basis for an in¬

finite number of iterated modalities and all of these are

reducible to first degree modalities. And the sort of



ground afforded by entailment also furnish a basis for an

infinite number of iterated modalities, but the reduction

rules for these must be determined for individual deductive

systems or sorts of deductive systems. But for the in¬

finite number of iterated modalities furnished by the

sort of ground afforded by entailment, together with the

sort of ground afforded by meaning, there are certain re¬

duction rules which are valid no matter what deductive

system is being considered.

Section B: Other Types of Iterated-Modality Statements.

In this section I shall consider iterated modality

statements which contain non-logical uses of modal terns;

some, however, will contain a logical modality.

To begin with iterated modality statements containing

logical and non-logical uses of modal terms. Statements

which contain an occurrence of one of the four non-logical

uses of modal terms which I have presented^and in which
the scope of this occurrence includes the remainder of

the statementjcan be treated as non-modal statements in
connection with the grounds for logical uses of modal

terms. For all such sentences are logically possible,

and none are logically necessary.

On the other hand, a second-degree modal statement

in which the first modal terms is a natural, conditional,
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or imperative modality and the second modal term is a

logical modality is meaningless. For empirical evidence

and grounds afforded by imperatives are irrelevant to the

truth or falsity of a statement which is true because of

its meaning.

Statements which contain an epistemic modality

followed by any other modality are meaningful. We can

have knowledge or no knowledgp relevant to the truth or

falsity or any statement whatsoever - this includes any

sort of modal statement. It is doubtful, though, that

any natural or conditional necessity statement is certain;

but in this case such are false, and not meaningless.

But a second-degree modal statement in which both

modal terms are epistemic, although it is meaningful, is

redundant. Such a statement would be relative to the

state of our knowledge about the state of our knowledge

about the truth of "p", where "p" is any statement except

an epistemic-modality one. And the state of our knowledge

about the state of our knowledge is, if anything, part of

the state of our knowledge.

Similarly, a second-degree mibdal statement in which

both modal terms are natural uses would be true or false

according to the nature of the nature of whatever is mentioned

in it. And a second-degree modal statement in which both
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modal terms are conditional uses would be true or false

according to the extrinsic conditions 011 the extrinsic

condtions on what is mentioned in it. The nature of the

nature of a thing is, if anything, the nature of that thing;

and the extrinsic conditions on a thing sire extrinsic

conditions on it. So both of these alleged cases of

second-degree modalities are redundant.

Natural, conditional, or imperative modalities pre¬

ceding an epistemic modality present problems. Presumably,

a second-degree modal statement containing a natural

modality followed by an epistemic modality would be true

or false according to the nature of the 6tate of our

knowledge. But what is the nature of the state of our

knowledge? Evidently this is either redundant or meaning¬

less.

A second-degree modal statement containing a con¬

ditional modality followed by an epistemic modality would

be true or false accoring to the extrinsic conditions on

the state of our knowledge. But it does not appear that

we can make sense out of talk£>out extrinsic conditions

on knowledge.

Again, a second-degree modal statement containing an

imperative modality followed by an epistemic modality is

dependent on there being, or not being, a command(uttered

by a person with authority in the field to which it is
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relevant over the people to which it applies) concerned

with the state of our knowledge. But it is very doubtful

indeed whether any person or group of people has authority

over another person, much less over all people, with regard

to the state of their knowledge.

Second-degree modal statements in which an imperative

modality is followed by a natural or conditional modality

are objectionable for similar reasons. For no one has

authority to issue commands over the natures of things or

their extrinsic conditions, but just over people.

Even though a natural modal term following a conditional

modality is redundant since extrinsic conditions on the hhture

of a thing would be, if anything, extrinsic Conditions on

that thing itself, good sense can be made of a second-degree

modal statement in which the first term is a natural modality

and the second a conditional modality. For, even though the

extrinsic conditions on X are not specified in a statement

of the form "It is raturally necessary (impossible, pos¬

sible, or non-necessary) for X to K", we can still some¬

times determine, giveftX, v/hat sort of conditions are

naturally necessary (impossible, possible, or non-necessary).

For example, it is conditionally possible for me to be at¬

tracted to the center of the earth, since there are no

extrinsic conditions which prevent it. But, because of the

nature of me and the earth (we both have mass) there could not
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be any extrinsic conditions which prevent me from being

attracted toward the center of the earth. Thus it is

naturally necessary that it is conditionally possible

for me to be attracted toward the cen.ter of the earth.

Finally, second-degree modality consisting of two

imperative modalities is redundant. A statement con¬

taining this alleged type of modality would be dependent

on there (not) being a command that there (not) be a

command that something-or-other. This would involve

there being a primary authority over a secondary authority

which is over the people to which the command applies.

But in this case we would say that the primary authrity

was over the same people (and perhaps more as well) and

in the same fields (and perhaps in more as well) as the

secondary authority.

In summary: Second-degree modality statements in which

the first modality is a logical modality, and the second

is any non-logical modality, are meaningful and non- re¬

dundant; but the only statements of this type which are

true are those in which the logical modality is "M" or

"M-". Second-degree modality statements which contain

an epistemic modality followed by a non-epistemic one are

meaningful and non-redundant; but it is doubtful whether

any of these statements in which the first modality is

"C" or "-C" and the second is natural oS. conditional
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necessity or possibility is ever true. Finally, a

second-degree modality statement in which the first

term is a natural modality and the second term is a con¬

ditional modality are meaningful and non-redundant. All

other second-degree modalities, with the exception of those

in which both terms are logical modalities, are meaningless,

objectionable, or redundant. In particular, second-degree

modalities in which both terms are either epistemic,

natural, conditional, or imperative modalities, are

meaningless, objectionable, or redundant*



CHAPTER

MODALITY AND

FOUR

QUANTIFI CATION

Section A: Quantification and Non-logical Modalities,

In this chapter I shall discuss the consequences

of combining quantifiers and modal operators. It will

be seen that this presents no special problems for

natural, conditional, and imperative modalities, I

shall concentrate on these modalities and quantification

in this section and justify certain entailment relation¬

ships between statements which contain both quantifiers

and modal terms of these uses. These results, however,

will vary according to the use of the modal terms which

the statement contains. In the next section I shall

concentrate on statements which contain quantifiers and

logical uses of modal terms. It will be shown that

basic objections can be raised in connection with these

sorts of statements especially when a quantifier pre¬

cedes a modal term, A possible resolution of these

difficulties will also be offered. Epistemic modalities,

because of a basic difficulty, will only be briefly

mentioned in this chapter ( in section A),

I have previously discussed a distinction between

the natural and the logical uses of "necessary" and

"possible", viz., the following inference schema is
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valid for natural modalities, but not for logical ones:

(a) ' ' L ( or M) 0 (a)

a = b

■it! L ( or M) 0 (b)

What I propose to do now is to determine for which other

uses of modalities this schema is valid, and to give an

explanation of why it is or is not valid in each of the

different uses.

An explanation of why schema (a) does not hold for

logical modalities, at least in what might be called its

standard interpretation, is in order here. As mentioned

before, the truth of a modal statement in which the modality

is a logical modality is due solely to the meanings of

the constituent terms of that statement, although in de¬

termining whether the statement is true or false we often

use some other grounds than simply semantical analysis -

e.g., grounds afforded by imagining or the entailment re¬

lation.

If "0(a)" is true, false, or neither by virtue of the

meanings of its terms, then it is true, .ifalse, or neither

by virtue of the meanings of, for one thing, "a". Now

"a" and "b" may refer to the same thing, that is, a,

otherwise known as b, not because of the meanings of "a"

and "b", but simply because it happens that "a" and "b"

refer to the same thing. In this case, "0(a)" is also
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true, since the object, no matter what name i6 give to

it, either has or does not have the property 0; in this

case it has. But "0(b)" is not true by virtue of the

meaning of its terms because it just so happens that the

object referred to by "a" is the same as is referred to by

"b", so it just so happens that "0(b)" is true; that is,

"it just so happens" in the sense that "0(b)" is not true

by virtue of the meanings of its terms.

But the situation is different with regard to natural

modalities. A natural modal statement, say "L0(a)", is

true, not because of the meanings of its terms, but because

of the nature of the object or objects which it is aboutr

Consider the case where we have two names for an object,

say "a" and "b". No matter what name we give to an object,

its nture is the same. This is a result of the truism

that how we speak about something does not affect how or

what a thing is. So, if we know that "a" and "b" refer

to the same thing, that is, if we know that a = b,

"L ( or M) 0(a)" could not be true and "L( or M) 0(b)"

false. In other words, "L ( or M) 0(a)" together with

"a = b" entail "L(orM) 0(b). So schema (a) is valid for

natural modalities.

(a) is likewise valid for conditional modalities.

I could give the same argument as given in the last

paragraph for this, only changing "nature" to "extrinsic

conditions".
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However, this argument cannot be applied in the case

of imperative modalities. An imperative modality is not

true or false because of the way the world is. It is

dependent upon what imperatives, laws, etc. have been ut¬

tered with authority. On the other, hand, they are not

solely dependent pn the meanings of their constituent terms

either. One way of determining whether the inference

schema in question is valid for these modalities is to

determine whether substitutibility of identicals holds

for imperatives and laws. Now if someone is ordered or

bound by law to do or not to do something, then it would

be futile on his part, if he wanted to ignore the im¬

perative or law, to argue that he has another name than

the one by which he was referred to in the particular

imperative or law. The point is, if a person is ordered

or bound by law to do or not do something, then this

holds of him independently of how he is referred.^*.

It is not so clear that what a person or people are

ordered or bound by law to do or not to do is independent

of how it is referred to.

For example, imagine that there is a law prohibiting

the use of cars on a street called "B" after certain hours,

Imagine, also, that one end of this street is also known

as "A", and that most people, v/hen they say "B", are re¬

ferring to the other end of the street, although the official
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name of the whole street is "B". If someone were arrested

for driving on the end of the street knowrias "A" after the

specified time, he might argue that he was not on '0'
street at all, but was on A street. The prosecutor might

argue that "A" is simply GBfcname for B. Such quibbles

are not uncommon in law courts, but this does not show

that ipdenticals are not substitutdLble within the scope

of imperative modal terms. What it does show, rather, is

that it is sometimes difficult to determine whether two

terms do in fact refer to the same thing. Apparently,

in a case such as the one considered above, once it is

determined that two terms refer to the same thing, the

two terms can be used interchangeably in imperative modal

contexts. This, after all, is only sensible - What one

may, must, or must not do is communicated by language;

hence meaning is important; but, as far as reference

goes, it makes no difference how we refer to the particu¬

lar objects involved other than as far as clarity is con¬

cerned. The conclusion, then, is that (a) is valid for

imperative modalities.

The analogue of (a) obtained by substituting "C"

for "L" is not valid. For a conclusion is certain only

if all the premises are In general, identicals
*

cannot be substituted withv\the scope of any epistemic

modal term.



Not only is the epistemic analogue of (a) not valid,

but

(b)
. C 0(a)

C (a a b)

C 0(b)

is not valid either* If a conclusion is certain, not only

must the premises be certain, but it must also be certain

that the inference schema is valid* This eliminates any

resolution to the problem of quantifying into epistemic

modal contexts analogous to the resolution of the problem

of quantifying into logical modal contexts suggested in

the next section.

The problem of the substitutibility of identicals

is closely related to the problem of quantifying into

modal contexts. In particular, the problem of reference

arises in connection with both. For the substitutibility

of identicals to be valid, the individual terms must

occur in a context which Quine calls "purely referential".

That is, the occurrence of the term is of importance only

in so far as it refers to an object. How it refers to

an object, or if it is known to refer to a particular

object,are irrelevant, in so far as simple truth is con¬

cerned, in these contexts.

Now in a statement containg a quantifier which binds

a variable in that statement, the variable ranges over

objects. And these variables are of importance solely



because they range over objects. The meanings of the terms

which are substitution instances for them are irrelevant

as i*3 the consideration whether these terms are knovh to

refer to particular objects. So where the context is such

that substitutability of identicals is valid, we have a

"purely referential context" and hence quantification into

these contexts presents no problems. •*

Of the five modal uses which I have considered, three

of them have scopes which are purely referential contexts;

viz., natural, conditional, and imperative uses. Thus

quantification into the scopes of modal operators of these

uses is allowable.

There are some interesting questions about the re¬

lations.between operators of these uses and quantifiers

though. I shall call any inference schema of the form

" «XQ0(at)' >'QX{Zr(x)»" or "»QX0(x)« >'XQtf(x)'"

where "X" is a variable bound by "Q", a commutation re¬

lationship. I shall assume, and this is not an outrageous

assumption, that there are two modal operators, viz.,

"L" and "M", although there are different uses of them,

and in one use "M" is replaced by "P", and two quantifiers,

viz.,'^' and "(^xl"» There are then eight possible com¬

mutation relationships:



(1) "L(x) 0(x)" entails "(x) L0(x)"

(2) "(x) L0(x)" entails "L(x) 0(x)"

(3) "l(3 x) 0(x)" entails "(3 x) L^Cx)"

U) "(^x) L0(x)" entails "L(^x) 0(x)»
(5) "M(x) 0(x)" entails "(x) Mtf(x)"

(6) "(x) M</(x) "entails "M(x) tf(x)"

(7) "M (3x) 0(x)" entails "(3 x) M0(x)"

(8) "(3x) M0(x)" entails "M(3 x) tf(x)"

But not all of these stand or fall together. Consider,

for example, (8) .. Udng the d e finition "Mp =df -L -p",
we have:

"(?x) -L -tf(x)» entails "-L -( 3 x) 0(x)»
Since "p" entails "q" if and only if "-p" entails "-q":

"L -Ox) 0(x)" entails "-(3 x) -L -tf(x)»,

And

"-Ox) -0(x) =df (x) 0(x)»$ so,
"L(x) -(/(x)" entails "(x) L (x) "

But the negation of a predicate is another predicate; so

we can write the formula directly above as:

"L(x) V'(x)" entails "(x) L 0(x)"

and this is the same for as (1), and we are not interested

in the predicate any way, but only in the commuting of the

modal operator and the quantifier. So (1) and (8) stand

or fall together. The same interdependence holds between

(2) and (7), (3) and (6), and (Zf) and (5).
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It is very likely that different commutation re¬

lationships are valid for the different uses considered

here. So I shall consider these three uses individually.

To begin with natural uses of "necessary" and "pass¬

ible". (1) and (8) are valid. For if there actually

exists at least one object for which it is possible to

then it is possible for there to exist an object which

0"'s at least the one which already exists and could

0'. That is, any object which satisfies the condition

"M 0(x)" supplies a verifying instance for "M ( 3"x) (tyx)".
V

Again if it is necessary for it to be the case that every

object that there would be (not just actual objects) 0's,

then every object there actually is necessarily 0's.

But (2) and (7) are not valid. It could be possible

for there to exist an object which 0',s, and yet of all the

objects which actually esist there may be none for which

it is possible I!"*-' " ' 1—"

to 00. For example, it may be naturally possible that

there exists a horse which flies; but it is very doubtful
4 kcrric ftKL vJWcAv

that there exists it is naturally possible to fly. Again,
A

of all the objects which actually exist, it might be

necessary for each of them to 01, and yet it might not be

necessary that all objects 0; for it might be possible for

some object to exist, although it does not, which does not

0'. For example, for all the planets it might be naturally



necessary for each of them to attract a body with a certain

mass and a certain change, but it is not naturally necessary

for all planets to attract a body of these specifications;

for it is naturally possible that there would be a planet

with the same charge as the body and would repel the body.

(3) and (6) are not valid. For each object, it might

be possible for it to 0; and yet it may not be possible for

all objects to 0. For example, it is naturally possible

for any person to be in a certain room, but it is not

naturally possible for all people to be in that room.

Again, it might be necessary that something exists which

0's and yet there might not exist something which necessarily

0's. For example, it is naturally necessary for there to

exist a man such that he is the father of a particular

child; but there is no particular man for whom it is

necessary that he is the father of that child.

Finally, (h) and (5) are not valid either*. Lt-mir4»t

be possible for all things to 0, but there might happen to

be something for which it is impossible to 0. For example,

it is naturally possible for it to be the case that all

cowsg have horns (in fact it was once the case that all

cows had horns );but for all cows which there actually

are, there are some ("polled" ones) for which it is

naturally impossible to have horns. Again, there might

exist something for which it is necessary to 0, and yet
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it might not be necessary for this thing, or anything which

(/'s, to exist. To continue the example of the polled cat¬

tle: There are cattle for which it necessary that they

not grow horns, and yet it is not necessary that such

cattle exist ( in fact, they are a recent introduction).

So, the only commutation relations which are valid

for natural modalities are (1) and (8)»

It is important to notice that (2) and (k) and (5)

and (?) were shown to be invalid by appealing to objects

which do not actually exist, but which could possibly exist;

or which do exist, but it is possible for them not to

exist. This is in accordance with the appropriate way

for interpreting stataients which Include both quantifiers

and natural modal operators. For, as we have seen,

natural modal statements are intimately connected with

subjunctive hypotheticals*, These include statements of

the type: "If there were an object such-and-such, then it

would be so-and-so."

But conditional modal statements have no important
(q\

relationship with subjunctive conditionals. And con¬

ditional modal statements are basically particular, not

* Cf. pp. if0-/+3.

@ Cf. pp. k3-k5»
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general like natural ones.* Also, when we scy that it

is conditionally necessary or possible for all A to be

B, this is a general statement only in so far as it is an

enumeration; "A", in this context, never applies to an

open or infinite set of objects.® And obviously only

objects which actually exist can be enumerated. So we

cannot appeal to objects which could possibly exist, or

objects which actually exist but possibly could not-exist,

in determining the validity or invalidity of commutation

relationship) (l)-(8).

But counter-instances to (2), (4), (5) and (7) depend

on such objects. So we may conclude that, besides (1)

and (8), (2), (k), (5) and (7) are valid commutation

relationships for conditional uses of modal terms; and

(3) and (6) are invalid. Also, "L(x) (^(x)" is equivalent

to "(x) L^Cx)" and "M( •£ x) #(x)M is equivalent to "(3:x)
O

M $(x)" for conditional uses of modal terms.

* Cf. pp. 35-36.
@ Cf. pp. 36-38.

&:.These conclusions are supported by results from the
semantics of formal model systems. If the domain for
each world'is the same — all possible objects are
actual — then (1), (2), (4), (5), (7) and (8) are
usually valid. (3) and (6) are invalid in most systems.
Cf. pp 1^1-1^8 of An Introduction to Kodal Logic by
C.E.Hughes & M.J.Cresswell^(Methuen, 1968).
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We have already seen ( p. 52 ) that imperative modal

statements are similar to natural ones, and unlike conditional

modal statements, in that they are basically general. And it

is evident that, like natural modal statements, imperative

modal statements have a close connection with subjunctive

hypotheticals. For example, if it is necessary that all the

people in a certain town pay their taxes on a certain day,

then if X were a resident of the town, then he must pay

his taxes on that day* Apparently, imperative modal state¬

ments entail only subjunctive hypotheticals ( or their ne¬

gations) which contain imperative modal terms in their

consequents. That this is so is not surprising since

" 'Lp' entails 'p'" is not valid for imperative necessity,

nor is " 'p' entails *Pp,M valid for permissibility.

The important point is that some of the subjunctive

hypotheticals entailed by imperative modal statements will

be of the form ( or its negation):"If there existed an X

(or did not exist) such that...,then..." It is obvious,

then, that counter-instances to the possible commutation

relationships are allowable which appeal to possible ob¬

jects which do not exist, or the possible non-existence

of actual objects. Now (5)-(8) contain "M". For the ana¬

logous relationships for permissible we need only replace

"M£ with »P»:



(5') "P(x) tf(x)" entails "(x) P tf(x)"

(61) "(x) P #(x)" entails "P(x) #(x)"

(7') "P (3x) tf(x)» entailB "(8 x) P0(x)»

(8') "( 3 x) P 0f(x)» entails "P (3*x) #(x)u

We may conclude, then, that analogous to the case of

natural modalities and quantifiers, (1) and (8') are the

only commutation relationships which ece valid for imperative

modalities.
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ileciinn B : J*ioa_i ioji jund hiffl Rg 1 1 o''1 a 1 1 ti e s.
V.'e h ve re en earlier that

a_=h
H0(b)

ip. not a v lid inference for logical necessity. In connection

with th : s, we have seen that, quantification into a logical
modal context is a very dubious operation indeed. However, if
there were some .justification for quantifying into a logical

modal context, this would certainly be important, even if it
would , as it prob'bly would, require a departure from the
usual view of quantification, modalities, individual terms

and vri bles, or predicates. There have been a host of attempts
at making sense of quantification into logical modal contexts

and the subs ti tutability of identical?. And any essay on modalities
would hardly be complete without considering this problem.

What I hopeAo do in the sequel is to shed some light on these

problems with the help of what has been s-id so far in this

essay.

I shall not consider -ny resolutions to the problem of

quantif ication rand logic 1 modalities which would involve a

reinterpretation of these modal;ties since the purpose of this

essay is to investigate these modalities as they are actually

used.. The most fruitful sort of approach in my opinion is to

consider alterations in our notion of what is an object. An

alteration in our notion of an object would ■lso involve an

alteration in our notion of quantification, since we quantify
over objects, and in our notions of individual terms and
v riables, since these refer, or range over, objects. Again,
it would involve a reinterpretetion of the notion of a predicate,

although perhaps less directly in so f•r as predicates apply to
oh j ects. ' • ' iaa . ar' am , ; ; a t ; | ,..i a j ^ faa
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Dep.pi to t.he umolarity in the scope of the ordinary notion

of an object, it in still obvioun when "object" in being used in
a novel sense, "p. Quine has pointed out, our ontoogy in at le- nt

reflected (he wan l.n to n y determined) by what v lues our

vari-' bles of qu nt' fiction take. If so,.eone is using "object"

in its ordinary sense, then he need not put specifications on

the v lues v/hicli the variables are to take. On the other hand,

if he is using "object" in a restricted or anovel sense, then

he must specify certain restrictions and/or extensions to the
values which those wiriilas are to t--ke.

How Carnap offers a solution to the problem of quantification

-■nd logical modalities by introducing "n extended sense of object
- viz. , intensional objects, or "S he calls them, "individual

concepts". To understand what is meant by "individu- 1 concept"

requires a cert- in amount of background which Carnap presents

in Me•"ning and Necessity. First of all, he introduces the notion
of L-true as follows;

"A sentence^), is L ~ true in a semantical system S if and
and only ifG"t is true in S in such way that its truth can be
estab] ishefjron the basis of the sein ntical rules of the system S

alone, without any reference to (extra linguistic) facts".(pg.10)
The simil rity between this account of L~truth and my

account of logical necessity - i.e. true by virtue of the

meanings of the constituent terms - is obv ous. However there is

an important distinction : Carnap's notion of "L-true" is

defined in terms of a sort of ground for determining the truth

of a sentence, (v.. its truth can be established on the basis
of the semantical rules."..). In fact, Carnep's account of "L~
true" is pr-ctically identical with, although more developed
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than, my account of being shown to be necessary by means of the

grounds afforded by meaning. There is, admittedly, a closer

"ffinity between the grounds afforded by meaning and the reason

why statements of logical necessity are true (viz. because of
the meanings of constituent terms). This- affinity aside the

distinct-on between Carnap's notion of "L_true" , which is d

d pendent on a. particular ground, and ray notion of logical

necessity, which is dependent on no ground, is important

especi'lly in so far as it obviously admits alternatives to

G map's constru*1! ttf -logical modalities and objects over

which the variables of quantification range in a logical modal

context. I shall discuss these altern-tives later

Gar nap goes on to define other concepts in terms of "L-

truth":

"n_. (T^jis L-f-lse in (ia L~true

b.g^L-implies^;, (in Sj)=pfthe sentence (5;^G^ isJ L-true.

c.gbis L-equiv lent to gf( inS^.) the sentence=
is L~true.

d-Cyois L-deter. in- te (in Q is either L-true
or L-false." (pg.Il)

If a sentence is not I,-deter .inate, then it is L~indeterm¬
inate , or factual. Opposed to the L-concepts defined above are

concepts which G-rnap prefixes with "F", this being «n evid nt

abbreviation for "f ctual". Thus that a sentence is F-true is

defined as its being true but not L t-ue. Analogous definitions

are given for F-false, F-implies and F-equivalent,

Carnap finds it convenient to extend the notion of equi-



vie nee from connective between statements to fybonnective be¬
tween uremic tes, relations, individu- 1 terms end functions.

Two relations of d- gree n (taking predicates as relations of

degree one), "R" and "R " f^equivalent "iff" (x^)...(x^) [Rx^...
x r=R^x. . . x..1" is true. And two individu-1. terms are equivalent
N n

iff if they refer to the same thin;:, i.e., iff the identity
relation works between them. Besides the not1on of equivalence,

we h- ve of course the notion of L~equivalenoein an extended use

as veil. Collectively, Carnnp refers to statement terms, pre¬

dicates and relations, individu-'1 terms and functions as

designators. So for all types of designators he h-s defined

equivalences and L-equivalences.

By means of these notions, Carnap arrives at two results
which ape generalisations to all designators of what has been
sqid about individual terms:

"If two designator: sign^re equivalent, then any two
sentences of simplest form (in S^-S atomic form) which are alike
except for the occurrence of the two designator signs are like¬

wise equivalent.

"If two designators (which m->y be compound expressions)
are L_equivalent, then any two sentences (of any form what¬

ever} v/hich are alike exdept for the occurrence of the two

designators are likewispfeequivalent." (pg. 16)
Carnap then gives the following definitions:

"Two design- tors have the same extension (in Sj)=^^.they are
equivalent (in

"Two design- tors have the some intension (in K^.)=^^they are
L-equivnlent, (in H )." (pg. 2 3)

Obviously those definitions do not define "intension" and .

"extension' , but only the phrases "have the same extension" and
"h- ve the same intension". As Carnap puts it, it is/^natter of



looking for the appropriate entities to be the extensions or

intensions for the various sorts of designators.

For sentences (or statements) the obvious sort of "entities"

to choose as extensions are truth values, since two sentences are

equivalent iff they have the same truth -value. The intensions of

sentences are propositions in the senBe of what4re expressed bv

sentences. The extensions of predicates are classes, and their

intensions are properties, and the extension of aA individual
term (or individual expression, as Garnap calls it) is an

individual, and its intension is what Carnap calls an indiv¬
idual concept.

The same results can be extended to variables. A variable

of the same type as some designator will have value extensions

and value intensions of the same sort as the designators. Thus

a sentential vriable ranges over truth values as its value

extension and propositions as its value intensions. Predicate

variables range over classes as their value extensions and

properties as their value intensions. And individual variables
range over individuals as their value extensions and individ¬

ual concepts as their value intensions.

I iniHit qnickgy mention two more results which G^rnap

arr yes at before discussing his solution to quantification

and logical modalities. First, this multiplication of entities

(two types of entities - extensions and intensions- for each

type of designator) need not mmm&mhe repe'ted in the meta¬

language. To begin with, the object language has only one

expression for both extensions and intensions. And in the

metalan/paage itself one can replace any talk about extensions

or intensions by talk about equivalent or L-equivalent express¬

ions. In such a way we arrive at what Carnap calls a neutral
me t a 1 a n .<pa age.

Secondly, a sentence, it was mentioned eaiier, is In¬
determinate iff its truth value can be determined by sent-
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antica'l valuer alone. But the truth value of a sentence in its

extension. This suggests the generalisation of L-determinacy

which Carnap accepts:
"A designator is L~determine t.e in S if and only if the

semantical rules of S alone, without addition of factual know¬

ledge, give its extension." (pg.72)
In particular, we can talk about L~de1 erminete individual

terras - individual terms whose referents can be determined by

means of the semantical rules alone.

There is Also the notion of an L~determinate intension,

viz., the intension of an L~determinat' esignator. We have the
result that any designators which are L-equivalent have the same

inteniion because of the definition given earlier of "have the

same intension". So to each extension ther e corresponds at

most one L-determinate intension. In the case of individual

terms, if v/e take a restricted class of individuals, it is

possible to have a one-to-one correspondence between Indeterm¬

inate intensions and the individuals in this restricted class.

The example which Carnap takes is that of a coordinate language

in v/hich each individual is associated with a number, or an

ordered pair, triple or quadruple of numbers. In general, this
reduction of individuals to individual concepts is possible

when some mathematical entity is associated with each individual

and these entities are of a sort that they can be seria.lly

ordered.

Nov/ Carnap finds it necessary to take intensions aa the

values of the variables in a formula in which the scope of a

quantifier includes a variable within the scope of a modal

operator. That he cannot take them as extension's evident
from what we s^id earlier. But there are only a finite number

that c.ie actually
of individual trrms^in any language, thus there are only a

Ther Cirg ac.ti<e.lly
finite number of individual concepts^expressed by a lnngu go.

Go Carnap extends the notion of individual concept to include
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an infinite number of things, any of which might be ex¬

pressible, but all of which are not in fact expressed

because they are infinite in number.

Taken in such a sense, there could not be a possible

individual concfpt which is not also actual. So those and

only those commutation Belations are valtted for formulae

containing quantifiers and logical modal operators as are

valid for formulae containing quantifiers and conditional

modal operators.

Whether all sorts of individual terras express in¬

dividual concepts is not at all clear. It is fairly ob¬

vious that definite descriptions do. For with a definite

description the individual is referred to, one might say,

by means of certain predicates which, taken together,

distinguish it. But it is not clear whether proper names

can be associated in such a way with predicates. At any

rate, these predicates do not usually occur in the proper

name as they do in definite descriptions; and if a proper

name contains a predicate or is derived from a predicate,

there is no reason why the individual to which this^iame
applies should necessarily have the property in question.

(A girl called "Prudence" may be very imprudent) One class

of names, if they can be called that, from which some of

the properties of their referents can be determined, are

numerals. ( Not all of the properties of numbers are
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determined by numerals; for example, that nine equals the

number of planets is an astronomical, not an arithmatical,

fact) That there are individual terms for which one is hard

put to find a corresponding individual concept is important

to Carnap's project in that it reflects on the generality,

or rather lack of generality, of it.

The difficulty of identifying individual concepts for

names is implicitly admitted by Carnap in that he considers

"a=b", where "A" and "b" are names, as always L-indeterminate —

that is "L(a=b)M i± always falhe. It follows that "a" and

"b" never express the same individual concept. But "a=b"

is not L-false either. Now if names expressed individual

concepts and there is no logical or linguistic reason why

they should not express the same individual concept, one

would expect that it would be possible for there to be two

names which express the same individual concept. But Carnap

rules out this possibility.

It is certainly applicable in the case of definite

descriptions. But its applicability to most sorts of

names is very dubious, and, if it were used here, it would

certainly be very strained. One consequence of this is with

regard to quantification. It is valid, in extensional logics,

to infer C(a) from (x) 0(x), where "a" refers to any in¬

dividual at all. Although there is no reason to rule out

descriptions as instances of individual constants, the most



natural, if only because the most general, interpretation

of individual constants is as names.# For here we are talking

about the extension and simply want some sort of tag for

the various objects without saying anything at all about
the
£&•©•*>•©< properties. However, if there are no individual con¬

cepts expressed by these constants, there is no intensional

object for "a" in "0a" to refer to, and hence in an in¬

tensional logicp in its general use, becomes meaning¬
less. The only way out of this is to restrict the class

of expressions themselves which can be used as instances

of a variable which is bound by a universal quantifier.

The same result applies to variables bound by existential

quantifiers as well, as one can see by considering existential

generalization.

Another difficulty arises with regard to the semantics

for an intensional logic. Carnap takes as the range of

variables objects in the usual sense. But the only way he

can do this is to have something like his coordinate

language discussed earlier in which there is a one-to-one

correspondence between extensions of individual terms and

L-determinate intensions. This is true of any language

system which maps objects of any sort onto numbers. And

* This ie of oougoe if deeo wafc follow
intnoduoe e-d-e&cpiptions-by-dofinifeion-, -Wo-eon-

V* V(i-*)'" flx^'"ire-'-thrfrtt-shorfc- for--u(x) rfx-3( ( 3" x )fl r i.(t)
(flya ftO)» wh*8i» w/



the intensions of numerals are L-determinate. But in the

general case there is no such one-to-one correspondence

between extensions and L-determinate intensions, unless

one carries physics to absurdity and has every object re¬

duced to a spatio-temporal extension in some all-encom¬

passing coordinate system. So in general one must have

a semantics in which the domdn contains intensional objects

for the variables within the scope of a modal operator

but bound by a quantifier outside this scope and objects

in the usual sense for the range of the other variables.

But we can also consider individual concepts as the range

of variables which are bound by quantifiers which are

within the scope of a modal operator but do not "quantify

into" the scope of an additional modal operator.

Thus we can consider the range of "x" in "L(x) 0Xx)"

as consisting of individual concepts, even though the range

of "x" in "(x) <2f(x)» consists of extensional objects. This

is neutral metalanguage. For

any object there is, it is possible to give a definite

description for it, even though it is not possible to give

a definite description to all objects. Thus, although

we do not have a one-to-one correspondence between in¬

tensions and extension (we often have to or more definite

descriptions which are not L-equivalent and describe

the same object), we have the result that if a formula is
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valid in extensional logic, then when prefixed with "L"

it is valid in an intensional logic as considered here.

For in the wide sense of individual concept used here

it is expressible, but need not be expressed we will

have every possible object described; thus every domain

which is formable will be a subclass of the domain of

intensional objects.

So "L" and "M" can be taken as intensional operators

in the sense that any variabld, whether free or bound,

which occurs in their scope ranges over intensional objects.

But this means that we shall have sorts of do¬

mains: one containing objects in the usual sense; one con¬

taining intensional objects. However, we could consider

the domain of intensional objects as the union of all

domains.

There is a difficulty, however, with certain definite

descriptions in that they refer to different objects at

different times, and, possibly, places (e.g."the top card

in the deck"). The way out of this difficulty is furnished

by Quine, although in a different context. The difficulty

which Quine faces is that often sentences change their

truth-values depending on when and where they are uttered.

His solution here is to introduce the notion of "eternal

sentences" -—that is, a sentence which jfceL identical with

one of the problematic sentences, with the exception that

it includes a reference to when and where it was uttered.
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Thus an eternal sentence does not change its truth value.

Now the same thing can be done for definite descriptions;

viz, include ihe them a Reference to where and when they

were uttered. Thus these "eternal definite descriptions"

always refer to the same object.

I shall byjrfrf-ly- menti^n two iimde«ir«bla,butnot*

unac^sj»tabl e rresults of making all definitS'

daBqirlptions - eternal.. First, it is rather akin tor -though*

no11nsrnssarily the same as, the coordinate language-pre-,

pes ad b) r ,Carnap»-Secondly, it certainly deviates from<

a andin a

It was mentioned earlier that Carnap defines "L-true"

in terms of grounds; in particular, in terms of grounds

based on meaning. The result is that intension, and in

particular individual concepts, are defined in terms of

the grounds afforded by meaning. Thus two individual terms

have the same intension if they can be shown by the analysis

of their meanings alone to refer to the same object. But

we have seen that there are other grounds for applying

logical modal terms besides those afforded by meaning.

In particular^ there are those afforded by imagining and

by entailment. I shall here briefly indicate some of the

results which follow from defining "have the same intension"

In terms of these other grounds.

We can characterize a statement as L-true according

to the grounds afforded by imagining if one cannot imagine



the statement being false. We can then derive all the

definitions for imagining which Carnap derives for meaning.

In particular, we have: Two individual terms, "A" and "b"

have the same intension iff one cannot imagine the state¬

ment "a=bM being false.

Besides .the fact that imagining does not afford

strict grounds for logical necessity and that the grounds

which it affords are often very unreliable, there is also

the difficulty of finding appropriate entities to be in-

tensional objects in connection with imagining. What we

imagine are ships, cars, trees, flowers, etc., i.e.,

objects in the usually sense; so intensional objects

would apparently be concerned with how we imagine something

just as individual concepts are concerned with how we

refer to something.

But the question how we imagine something is a

psychological question as it stands. Perhaps we could

explicate this question so as to make it objective and less

psychological. Perhaps we could consider how we must imagine

something described by an individual term. Thus one might

arrive at a notion of an intentional object in connection

with imagining as those facets of how we imagine something

which are both sufficient and necessary to justify one in

saying that he is imagining an object described by the

particular individual term in question. It is hard to
see what meaning, though, can be given to the phrase



"those facets of how we imagine something" unless one

reverts to psychologism.

In conclusion, the difficulties for giving a construal

of "intensional object" in terms of imagining appear to

be immense, if not insurmountable.

Likewise, we can characterize a statement as L-true

according to the grounds afforded by entailment iff that

statement is entailed by a logically necessary statement.

And we can derive all the definitions in terms of grounds

afforded by entailment which Carnap derives in terms of

grounds afforded by meaning. In particular, we could

derive: Two individual terms, "a" and "b", have the s%me

intensions iff "a=b" is entailed by a logically necessary

statement.

But there is a difficulty in finding apprqriate

entities for intensional objects defined in terms of

entailment which were not encountered in finding entities
It*J

for intensional objects defined in terms of eaauMeaSSnt.

This difficulty is that, although individual terms have

meaning, only statements, and not individual terms, are

entailed by other statements.

However, we can investigate the dependence of entail¬

ment on individual terras in so far, at least, as there

are entailment relationships between statements which o"

differ only in that one has a certain individual term in

a position(s) whete the other statement has a different
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individual term. Also, there are valid and invalid

entailment relations between statements which differ

only in that one has an individual term where the other

has a variable ( and perhaps also is preceded by a

quantifier absent in the other ), or one has one in¬

dividual variable where the other has a different in¬

dividual variable. The dependence of entailment re¬

lations on individual terms and variables, then, would

apparently furnish a notion of intensional object.

To show how the notion of intensiomlobject might

be used with regard to a deductive system ( in the loose

sense), I shall take an example of an informal proof in

geometry. Let us take a triangle havpftja certain property,
say having sides hrafc lengths three, four, and five units.

■'Let-Its form a definite description by means of this

property, say "the geometric figure with sides of

three,, four, and five units." We can prove that this

geometrical figure must be a right triangle. If we

symbolize the definite description given above by "a"

and the predicate "is a right triangle" by then what

we have proved is "L 0(a)*. But we have also proved that

there is something which is necessarily as-right triangle;

namely,, the geometrical figure with sides of three, four,

and five units. So we have a proof for "(3x)L 0f(x)".
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This example shows that it is possible to quantify

into a logical modal context when the grounds fer "L"

Afforded by entailment.

The specificity of the sort of ground afforded by

entailment was discudsed in Chapter Three,section A. It

is only to be expected that this specifity should be a

factor in the formulation of a notion of intensional

object in terms of entailment. A formulation tff this

sort would be a result of the investigation of the

dependence of entailment relationship on individual

terms and variables. And different sorts of ded¬

uctive systemts have different sorts of theorems,

rules of inferends o* acceptable methods of proofr

etc.



CHAPTER FIVE

CONCLUSION

Natural, conditional, and imperative uses of modal

terms present no logical problems. I have considered

these three in connection with the two most important

purely logical problems for modal statements: iterated

modalities and quantification into modal contexts. We

found that the attempt to formulate iterated-modality

statements containing modal terms of only one of these

uses resulted in redundancies. The attempt to formulate

iterated modalities by taking these uses together re¬

sulted in either meaningless or redundant statements.

The problem, then, of iterated modalities does not arise

for these three uses. We also saw that quantification

into the scope of a modal term of any of these uses

is unproblematic. We were able to determine unambiguously

commutation rules for statements containing initial oc¬

currences of quantifiers and modal terms for each of

theae uses.

These uses present no logical problems; yet,

natural and conditional modalities in other ways are

philosophically problematic. In Chapter One, sections

C, D, And E, it was shown that the natural use of modal

terras is well established in ordinary discourse. But
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problems with thtscuse^are apparent even here. Someone

might say "It is (naturally) necessary for X to K." A

common response to this is: "Yes, but is it really

necessary?" Evidently, then, in ordinary discourse de¬

grees of natural necessity are distinguished- This can

be intelligently interpreted in accordance with the ex¬

planation of natural necessity presented in Chapter One,

section E. There "It is naturally necessary for X to K"

was rewritten as: "X1 s nature is such that X is prevented

from not K-ing." For "weaker" natural necessity state¬

ments we could say "almost prevented". And one natural

necessity would be "stronger" than another if the object(s)

is more strictly prevented from not-K-ing»

It is apparently universally held by philosophers

that modal terms ( other than, perhaps, epistemic uses

of them) are absolute; namely, that there are not degrees

of necessity, possibility, or permissibility. For logical

modalities a statement is either true because of its mean¬

ing or not, to cite one example. But with regard to

natural uses of modal terms, only two alternatives seem

to be the case: (a), The view that modal terms are absolute

is an incorrect dogma, or (b) There is a grave philosophical

difficulty here for the notion of natural necessity.

To find examples of natural necessity is a problem.

Every-day experience presents little which is necessarily

such^-and-such. To argue that such-and-such must be the case
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the safest course is to appeal to scientific laws. But

many scientific laws are hardly presentable as natural

necessity statements. For example, what sort of a state¬

ment of natural necessity would be furnished by "The speed

of light in vacuo = c"? What would prevent the speed of

light from not being c?

Conditional modalities are not used in ordinary

discourse, but are abstractions from a use which does

occur in ordinary discourse. I called this use, which

occurs in ordinary discourse, a hybrid use because it is

analyzable as a combination of natural and conditional

uses.

Conditional modal terms evidently are not absolute

either. This can be interpreted in the same way as the

non-absolute character of natural modalities* For the

formulation of conditional modal statements in Chapter One,

section E,was in terms of preventing as well. There is
also the difficulty of finding unambiguous examples of

the hybrid modalities, except, of course, when it is the

case that X K's, hence possible for X to K. Finally,

at pages 38 and 39, it was mentioned that conditional

modality statements are not of much interest for scien¬

tific investigation since they lack the generality of

natural ones. This certainly reflects on the usefulness

of conditional modalities.^
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The difficulties I have mentioned with regard to

natural and conditional modalities do not arise in con¬

nection with imperative modalities. A simple explanation

for this is that imperative modality statements are so

closely connected with human creations; namely, commands

(but to be taken in the wide sense here)* We could

similarly say that imperative modalities ( and not just

statements of them) are human creations. I did mention,

however, at page 13, and then again on pages 55 and 56,

that imperative modalities have been rather artificially

distinguished from other uses of modal terms. We might

call this wider use, from which the imperative use has

been distinguished, the deontic use of modal terms. It

should be obvious,from what I said at pages 53 and 54,that

not all deontic modal statements are based on commands.

So we talk out many deontic modalities which, if they

exist, are not human creations. For these modalities we

would encounter some of the same problems which are en—

* ( f jom-"i|aago. 1V7')^-^]^migh.-t.--mention, though, an- -explanation"
q £ why natural—and*-conditional modalities are -o-f4en~dlo-.
mioood unr>oiT Qoti-vely-«~ (This- explanation?ho-we-ver-y-dp&r
natig ad homlnem- in■ -nature rather than phi1osoph±cair)r
Wi th a "Slig-hi--kR€>wledge- about modalities, especially *
as they ww^»4^eftted by- early modern writers, one-o-fteft"

£afi all—modal—statemente. And it is usually, 1 f not a-]rway'y

aenditional-neee&oity-or imposeibility. Imagining affordw
for logical modalities.-- To—take*



countered in connection with natural and conditional

modalities. For example, someone might say, "It is

necessary not to lie." Someone might retort, "But is

it really necessary not to lie?" And we also have the

problem of all the circumstances which would exempt a

person from a deontic necessity.

Problems were found, however, for the logic of epis-

temic uses of modal terms. The most crucial problem

mentioned was that one cannot always deduce a conclusion,

even given premises which are certain and a valid in¬

ference schema,, which is certain. For one must be certain

also that the inference schema is valid. As a consequence

of this, it can be shown that one cannot quantify into

the scope of an epistemic modal term in the usual way;

further, there is no apparent way of reinterpreting

quantification to accomplish this.

Epistemic uses of modal terms present philosophical

problems of other sorts as well. For example, it was

noted in Chapter Two, section E, that a ground for a

certainty statement must satisfy the condition that it is

a reliable ground for the statement derived by deleting

the phrase "It is certain that". But reliability is

not an absolute notion either; namely, there are degrees

of certainty. On page 15, the footnote, I said that

"certain" would be taken in a sense such that "It is

certain that p" entails "p";consequently, "It is certain
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that p " entails "It is known that p". The converse

too may hold. But knowledge ie not capable of degrees.

In retrospect, then, the condition that "certain" be taken

so that "It is certain that p" entails "p" appears to be -too

strong."It is certain that p" could be better interpreted

as "All indications are that it is known that p". However,

all the distinctions between certainty and necessity which

were made in Chapter One are nevertheless valid on this

interpretation.

On the other hand,, the logical use of modal terms

is philosophically problematic mostly in so far as it is

logically problematic. For example, logical necessity is

an absolute notion; namely, what a statement expresses is

either logically necessary or not. Logical necessity was

explained as truth by virtue of meaning* Truth is an

absolute notion ( in the sense used here). Most of the

statements with which we are concerned in logical and

mathematical disciplines have a definite meaning.^

■*. I MIH iobiter1 ^ii^e-a^ whi-eh . furniBh -examp-les of -le-gieal -ne-ee«ei^ty
and impoe&ibHl>ty-, e. g.-^ philosophical - analy
-might. 1101 always be the case.—In this event, we
inlnno du o o »t>^b<&ae-t-one-more- tru th value. The eonse-w

qwikho apparent for iterated modalities. There migh<%^-
fttaa bo^-consequences in connection with intensionaI«
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\apical
Examples of true tpvhiiwd necessity statements are quite

easy to come by: e.g., "It is necessary that 2 + 2 = 4."

There are, however, serious logical problems with

logical modalities. In Chapter Four, section B, it was

shown that quantification, as it is usually interpreted,

into the scope of a logical modal operator leads to con¬

tradictions. The remedy is to reinterpret the notion of

an object. Here we encounter a problem which appeared

with regard to iterated modalities as well: we have no

precedent in this problem; so the best we can do is to

formulate notions in terms of the grounds afforded for

logical modalities. This leads to a multiplicity of

notions of intensional object with no way for determining

which notion is "the correct one".

In the formulation of a notion of an intenjional

object in terms of the grounds afforded by meaning, not

only must we reinterpret what is meant by "object", but

the substitution instances of variables must be restricted

to certain types of terms. And these terms must be formu¬

lated in a particular way. Presumably the substitution

instances of variables which range over intensional

objects, the notion for which is furnished by entailment,

would be similarly restricted. So quantification into

logical modal contexts also suffers from a lack of generality.
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A multiplicity of results, dependent on which sorts of

grounds logical modal terms axe construed in terms of, is

the best that can be arrived at in connection with the

problem of iterated logical modalities.

Here it is tempting to say that the reduction rules

arrived at by considering one of the sorts of ground sire

the correct reduction rules. That a statement is logically

necessary has been explained as:that it is true by virtue

of the meanings of its constituent terras. And a sort of

ground for "Lp" was given as that "p" has been shown to

be true by virtue of the meanings of its constituent terms..

We construed, for example, "LLp" when considering the
i

sort of ground afforded by meaning as " 'p' is true
t

because of the meaning of its constituent terms is true

because of the meanings of its constituent terms." And

an explanation of "LLp", one would suspect, since the

explanation of "Lp" is similar to the ground for it, would

be similar to this.

But here it is essential to make the distinction

between the use of a term and the ground for its appli¬

cation. " 'p' is true by virtue of the meanings of its

constituent terms" is about the typographical entities

which constitute "p". But "Lp" is not about the typo¬

graphical entities; for "p" does not occur within quotation

marks in "Lp". Nor is "LLp" about the typographical

entities which constitute "Lp". This point is further
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brought out by the fact that the following is a valid rule

of inference for logical necessity:

Lp
"p" entails and is entailed by "q"

Lq

That is, what might be called "strictly equivalent state¬

ments" are substitutable in logical modal contexts. We

can now see that " £ ' p' is true by virtue of the meanings

of its constituent terms ' is true by virtue of the mean¬

ings of its consituent terms", the construal of "LLp"

in terms of the grounds afforded by meaning (with some

adaptions mentioned in Chapter Three, section A), is not

the only possible construal, nor is it "the" correct con¬

strual of "LLp"; for this statement is about the type-

graphical entities which constitute " 'p* " and "LLp" is not.

"Lp", where "L" is the logical use of'hecessary", is

explained as " 'p' is true by virtue of the meanings of

its terms" because "p" gives us a way of referring to its

occurrence in "Lp". The point made above is that it is the

meanings of the terms constituting "p", not the typo¬

graphical entities, which are essential for the truth or

falsity of "Lp". But, of course, we have no way of

specifying meanings except by using typographical entities,

or series of noises, etc.*

* The discussion in the last paragraph is closely related!
to the discussion in Chapter Four, section B, about "L"
and "M" as intensional operators.
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For a deductive system, it is often held that formulae —

typographical entities — are related by entailment. We Bay

that "p" is derivable in the system, not That p. But in

Chapter Three, section A, we saw that the grounds afforded

by entailment furnish the most comprehensive basis for iterated

modalities when we do not. restrict the entities related by

the entailment relationship to typographical entities. This

is closely connected to the fact that "Lp" is not about the

typographical entities which constitute "p" and shows what

difficulties may arise when the grounds for the application

of a term are conflated with its use.

The conflation of the grounds for the logical use of

modal terms and that use itself is very apparent in certain

articles by Quine.* He interprets "L" either as "It is

analytic that..." or as a semantical predicate based on

formal semantical systems. In either of these cases, "p",

the subordinate clause in "Lp", occurs within quotation

maks within the scope of the semantical predicate. Quine

is then able to treat logical modal contexts in the same

way as quotational contents. In particular, he concludes

that iterated logical modalities are usually, if not always,

pointless and that quantification into a logical modal con¬

text is even more problematic than was suggested in Chapter Two,

*Cf., From a Logical Point of View. Chpt viii; The Ways of
Paradox. Chpt 13 and l/f»
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section B.

But it is not the case that a logical modal context

is a quotational context, or even that logical modal con¬

texts are in all ways similar to quotational contexts.

There are important differences between the two. For example,

if "p" and "q" are strictly equivalent, then th§r are inter¬

changeable in logical modal contexts, but not necessarily

in quotational contexts.

Tito g al a t lo tv^Wt»we«ft^thegrounds for thelogicai

ttoou)X-MOdal- terrae and that use itself does present a

•o^ioue objection to modal logic however. We have eoen- that-

-the-best indications we have for accepting formu1a ti©n-"and*,

soaio&iion- rules for iterated logical modalities are,JtUE»

niched by the, grounds. for, these modalities..

ggni.8 o£..»objo^tit-for—in,ter-pr.eting quantlf1cation into ,

logic.to1 modalities. All of Uiese grounds with the.
jaaaahh1 o oitcoption of those afforded by imagining,

e4t»«ia"od intensely in connection with i

than development., of- logical modal, logic is dependLent^fita

tho an ooults establlshed by Investigations of non-modal«

logicf bui-not .viee veraa. And if the logic of logical-

jaadaliiioc 1? an after-the-fQrt formulation of irestrl"be~

;, what is the point ,1a.

especially since very difficult problems arise in modi^L ,
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iVi rnf 1 nn, which are not encountered in non-mad«aA»

Throughout the discussion of logical modalities,

I referred to three sorts of ground: those afforded by

meaning, entailment, and imagining* The inclusion of the

grounds afforded by imagining was more-or-less by courtesy.

Before this century logical modalities were often construed

in terms of what is or is not imaginable. And even as l

recent a text book on modal logic as An Introduction to

Modal Logic of Hughes and Cresswell, to which I referred,

gives interpretations of the semantics for logical modal

systems mostly in terms of imaginability. And perhaps

the most intuitive or every-day notion of logical modalities

is in terms of imaginability.

But we say that the grounds afforded by imagining

furnish no basis for the investigation of iterated modalities.

And the problems of defining a notion of intensional object

in terms of imaginability are apparently insurmountable.

Even more basic than this, though, is the fact that in

Chapter Two, section C, grave difficulties were encountered

in the attempt to give formulations of the sort of ground

afforded by imagining. In the end, appeal had to be made

to possible" explications of "imagining" in a last-ditch

attempt to provide such formulations^



Appendix One

Ayer on Necessity.

In his book, Language, Truth and Logic. A.J. Ayer
presents the view that the only proper use of "necessary"
is its logical use. In arguing for this view he makes
a confusion which will become obvious to one if one will
keep in mind the five distinct uses of modal terms I
have presented. Ayer argues thusly:

"Having admitted that we are empiricists, we
must now deal with the objection that is com¬
monly brought against all forms of empiricism;
the objection, namely that it is impossible on
empiricist principles to account for our knaftdge
of necessary truths. For, as Hume conclusively
showed, no general proposition whose validity
is subject to the test of actual experience can
ever be logically (sic.) certain. No matter
how often it is verified in practice, there
still remains the possibility that it will be
confuted on some future occasion....
"Where the empiricist does encounter difficulty
is in connection with the truths of formal
logic and mathematics. For whereas a scientific
generalisation is readily admitted to be
fallible, the truths of mathematics and logic
appear to everyone to be necessary and certain.
But if empiricism is correct no proposition
which has a factual content can be necessary
or certain. ( p. 72, my italics)

Although Ayer does not explicitly state that
"It is necessary that..." is equivalent to "It is
certain that...", he argues as if this is the case. For
where he does have an argument that something is (not)
necessary, he takes this as an argument that it is also
(not) certain, and vice versa.

In particular, Ayer wants to identify "certain" with
the logical use of "necessary". I have earlier argued
in chapter one, section E, that this identification is
erroneous. For there are statements which, if they are
true, are logically necessary, but are not certain (e.g.,
Fermat's last Theorem ). And there are statements which
are certain but are not logically necessary, or in any other
use necessary.*

* The late J.L.Austin gave a convincing criticism of re-
.stricting "certain" to particular forms of statements.(Cf. esp. Chpt. 10 of Sense and Sensibilia.)
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Even some positivlets usually admit a type of state¬
ment which is certain but not logically necessary in
statements about sense data.

Admittedly, it is doubtful whether a statement of
natural or conditional necessity is at all times, or ever,
certain. But this is no objection to these uses of
"necessary" since (a) not all statements of logical necessity
are certain either, and (b) "It is certain that..." is
not equivalent-to "It is necessary that...", and (c) there
are a large number of empirical statements ( e.g. generali¬
sations about an infinite or open class) which we find
essential to employ in investigations of the physical
world and about which we are not, nor could we be,, certain.

Positivists rarely, if ever, discuss imperative necessity
An imperative necessity statement is often known with cer¬
tainty. For example, if Parliament has passed a law which
forbids anyone to drive more than 30 m.p.h. in a built-up
zone, then it is certain that it is necessary that one drive
not more than 30 m.p.h. in a built-up zone. Thus this use
of "necessary" has in common with the logical use, and is
distinct from the natural and conditional uses, that
necessity statements of this use can be known with certainty.

I hope to have shown in this appendix not that all of
the positi-vists* abjections to non-logical uses of "necessity"
are wrong, but only that one particular objection to these
uses is based on a confusion. The objection that logical
necessity statements are the only necessity statements which
can be known with certainty is probably one of the more
important of the positivists' objections to non-logical
uses of necessity, and for one author, Ayer, it is the only
objection he presents.



Appendix Two

Toulmln on Modalities and Elliptical Occurrences of

Modal Terms,

Toulmin, in his book, The Uses of Argument, presents
the view that the validity of modal statements is dependent
on the argument we have for the truth of the sentence
which is qualified by the modal term:

"It is the quality of the evidence or argument
at the speaker's disposal which determines what
sort of qualifier he is entitled to include in
his statements; whether he ought to say, 'This
must be the case', 'This may be the case', or
'This cannot be the case'; whether to say,
'Certainly so-and-so', 'Probably so-and-so',
or 'Possibly so-and-so'," ( p. 90 )
Here again we are confronted with a conflation of

non-Efeiitilv uses of modal terms to epistemic uses, Toulmin's
construal of qualifiers is correct for epistemic uses,
but is incorrect for non-epistemic uses of modal terms.
However, non-epistemic uses of modal terms are often
used elliptically in every-day discourse in such a way
that the truth or falsity of the statements in which
they occur is dependent on the state of our knowledge.

It is not difficult to see that Toulmln is correct
with regard to epistemic modalities, Epistemic modal state¬
ments are relative to knowledge, and what one argues from
is part of one's knowledge. So "...the quality of the
evidence or argument at the speaker's disposal..." is
Just what the validity of epistemic modal statements depends
on.

But we found that the other uses of modal terms do not
depend for their applicability on the knowledge of the
utterer. And it is a direct consequence of this that they
do not depend for their applicability on the arguments
which one has at his disposal. Modal propositions which
assert a non-epistemic use of modal terms are discovered.
Were there no people at all, it still would be necessary
that all brown cows are brown, and probably necessary that
all bodies are attracted to each other in accordance with
the equation: F_£ m2

2 *
r

In the quotation give above, Toulmin mentions only
modal terms which have an epistemic use ("must", "may",
"cannot", "certainly", "probably", and "possibly"). But
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in the sequel he goes on, in particular, to use the term
"necessary" in the same sort of context. To see exactly
what this context is, it would be best to present his
general schema for arguments:

D -> So, QC

Since Unless

W R

1
On account of

B (Given at p. 10k)
To put it briefly, "C" is the claim which is being put

forward, and for which the argument is constructed to give
support. Basically, it is the conclusion of the argument.
"D" is the data, "...the facts we appeal to as a foundation
for the claim..."( p. 97) According to Toulmin, we produce
the data when challenged with: "What have we got to go on?"
"W" is the warrant which justifies us in taking the step from
the data to the claim. Briefly, the warrant is what is
produced when, after the data and claim are presented, one
is challenged with:"How do you get there (i.e.,from the
data to the claim)?". "B" is the backing for the warrant.
This is the evidence for the warrant itself. "R" are the
conditions of exception or rebuttal "...indicating circum¬
stances in which the general authority of the warrant would
have to be set aside."(p. 101) "Q" is for the qualifier
of the claim, which is what is important to my essay.
Toulmin says of qualifiers:

"Warrants are of different kinds, and may confer dif¬
ferent degrees of force on the conclusion they justify.
Some warrants authorise us to accept a claim un¬
equivocally, given the appropriate data these warrants
entitle us in suitable cases to qualify our conclusion
with the adverb 'necessarily'(sic); others authorise
us to make the step from data to conclusion either
tentatively, or else subject to conditions, exceptions,
or qualifications in these cases other modal
qualifiers, such as 'probably' and 'presumably' are
in place. It may not be sufficient, therefore, simply
to specify our data warrant and claim: we may need
to add some explicit reference to the degree of force
which our data confer on our claim in virtue of our
warrant. In a word, we may have to put in a qualifier."
( p. 101 )
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It would be absurd to deny that we do not have
arguments in which the conclusion containsanon-epistemic
modal term. But this is explainable in terms of Toulmin's
schema without restricting those terms to epistemic modalities.
To concentrate just on "necessity"(the non-epistemic uses
of " possible" would be parallel cases), I shall mention three
sorts of arguments which fit into Toulmin's schema and
from which a sentence qualified by the term "necessarily"
can be inferred and hence in which the qualifier (tf indeed
we should retain this term) is not epistemic:

(a) when D is of the form*'"Lp" and W is of the form
"
"p" entails "q"|' then we can infer "Lq".

(b) When W is of the form "If p, then Lq" and
D is "p", then we can infer "Lq".

(c) Toulmin mentions a-typ^-of^-argument's which
he calls warrant establishing and are to be con¬
trasted with so-called warrant using arguments,
which are of the form set out earlier in this
appendix. A warrant establishing argument is
basically one concerned with the relationship
between the backing for a warrant and the
warrant itself. Now under this class of arguments
we can include the whole range of grounds for ap¬
plying modal terms discussed earlier. Then in this
case we have a modal conclusion and non-modal
premises. This is perhaps best seen in the case
of imperative necessity, where the backing is a
law and the warrant is a statement that it is
necessary for all persons (who satisfy a certain
condition) that so-and-so. This warrant can
then occur in a warrant using argument where,
perhaps, D states that a certain person is
such-and-such, and C states that it is necessary
for this person to so-and-so.

But this hardly explains why Toulmin conflates non-epistemic
with epistemic modalities. Now there is a common fallacy
involving "necessary" and "If...,then..." A sentence of
the form "If p, then necessarily q',as used in ordinary
discourse, can be taken in two ways: First, as the same as
"Necessarily (If p, then q)"; secondly, as simply, "If p,
then necessarily q". In the first case we can, given "p",
derive only "q"; but in the second case we can derive
"necessarily q'i The following example may instance how the
ambiguity may lead to problems: If I know that "p", where
"p" is any proposition whatsoever, then it is necessarily
true that p. Taking this in the second sense, we have the
fesult that everything which I know is a necessary truth.
This is absurd. The mistake, obviously, is in -taking the
conditional in the second sense, with which it is grammatically
identical.. But in &ct the adverb "necessarily" modifies the
whole conditional, and not just the consequent* The
distinction between "Necessarily (if p, then q)" and
"If p, then necessarily-q" was made by medieval logicians.
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The former was known as "necessitas consequentiae". and the
latter as "necessitas conseguentis".

Now it is my view that Toulmin is guilty of the same
fallacy, but in terms of mention rather than use, which
was discussed above in connection with" if* *•,then.»."
We can say that an argument schema is necessary, i.e.,
that given D and W, the conclusion necessarily follows
(and this necessity need! not be logical necessity
I am not restricting this discussion to entailment). Or
we can say that a certain argument in which a proposition
of the form Lp occurs as the conclusion is valid, i.e.,
that given D and W, the conclusion that necessarily p
follows. Both these forms of argument can be expressed
as: "Given D and W, we have necessarily p".

The conflation of the two cases mentioned in the last
paragraph does indeed lead to fallacies. It is a valid
argument to conclude that Anne has red hair from the
warrant that all of Mr. Smith's daughters have red hair
and th,:0; datum that Anne is one of Mr. Smith's daughters.
We can indeed say that given that all of Mr. Smith's
daughters have red hair and Anne is one of Mr. Smith's
daughters, necessarily Anne has red hair. But it is not
a necessary truth that Anne has red hair.

Toulrain fails to make this distinction. We can

agree that in ordinary language the following argument
schema often appears with the "necessarily" substituted
for ft:

D
j > ft C
W

(We can safely ignore "B" and "R" for the remainder of this
section) To make things more difficult, the warrant is often
expressed in the form "If D, then necessarily C". And this
leads straight to the fallacy involving "if...,then..."

The point is that it is vital to distinguish between:

(1) D j > Q C
W

and:

(2) ft( D j > C)
W

Indeed, Q in either case can be an epistemic or non-epistemic
modality. But, maintaining Toulmin's distinction between
a warrant and its backing, we can put a condition on the
occurrence of a non-epistemic modality for Q in (1): A
modality of the same use must occur in either D or W. Epis¬
temic modalities, on the other hand, do not come under this
condition. A non-epistemic modality may be established in
a warrant establishing argument as Toulmin calls it, in so
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far as this warrant establishing argument coincides in what
I have termed the using of particular sorts of grounds in
determining whether or not a particular use of a modal term
is applicable in a certain case.

In many cases where we would be able to offer an argu¬
ment for a certain proposition, the data and warrants are
common knowledge. And for many of these arguments the con¬
clusion would follow necessarily from the premises. (Here
again it need not be logical necessity.) But if the data
and warrant are not only true but common knowledge, it is
rather a waste of breath to state them. Nonetheless, we
still speak as though an .-argument were being given. We oould
express this situation schematically ass

["■-ri°)
where what is bracketed is understood, and not presented. But
we have seen that, grammatically, the qualifier is often
stated with the claim, or conclusion. In this case, we would
have, at least grammatically, the following:

p ~ri"
But this is logically usually of the form,

L ([D—p^]°)
W

This elliptical use of "necessary" has in common with
"certain" the feature that it depends on our knowledge. For
when we assert "Necessarily p" elliptically, we must know
some reason for "p" being true and that this reason necessarily
implies that p. But we need not admit a new and different
use of "necessary" (the "elliptical" use) which is an epistemic
use. It is explainable in terms of the other uses of "necessary",
and, for any.occurrence of this elliptical use, when the
ellipsis is eliminated, the resulting modality is just an in¬
stance of one of the other uses of "necessary".

That "necessary" is often used elliptically explains many
rather confusing instances of necessity statements. Somebody
might say"Mr. Smith necessarily has a garage." Here the
ellipsis can be eliminated as follows, "Mr. Smith has a
garage" follows with (logical) necessity from "All people
who live on Bash Street have garages" and "Mr. Smith lives
on Bash Street": and we know that all people who live on
Bash Street have garages and that Mr. Smith lives on Bash
Street.
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"Can", "Must" and Modal Terms.

Ayers uses a terminology in The Refutation of Deter-
minism which is somewhat misleading. • This is his use of
"x has the power to k" as interchangeable with "It is
possible for x to k." The word "power" is fairly general
and fairly vague, and I hope to show that it can be used in
a way which is not analysable in terms of possibility.

When we say of something that it has the power to k,
we can also say that it can k. But the converse of this does
not hold. An obvious use where we would say "x can k"
without attributing a power to x is with regard to social
conventions or properties. For example, if someone says
to me "You can go to the party in your scruffy clothes",
he is not saying anything about my powers. Using "can"
where one could use "permissible" in the imperative sense
does not attribute a power to someone either. In general,
where "can" is used in a way such that the statement or
clause in which it occurs is supported by a statement des¬
cribing an actual state of affairs, there'tan" is used
in a way which attributes a power to a thing or person.
That is, where we have p is evidence for Cp (Cp being a
statement of the form "x can k"), Cp attributes a power
to a person or thing. So what I want to do amounts to
showing that statements of the form "x can k" which ®tisfy
the above condition are not always analysable as "It is
possible for x to k".

The cases I shall consider in this regard are concerned
with knowing how. If someone knows how to k, then he can k.
For example, if I know how to swim, then I can swim; if I
know how to speak German, then I can speak German. But
there is a stronger relationship between knowing how and
can. We often say of a person that he can do such-and-such
when we mean precisely that he knows how to do such-and-such.
V/hen somebody says he can swim we would not think it particu¬
larly dangerous if we pushed him off a boat reasonably close
to shore; after all, he knows how to swim. Again, if some¬
body says he can speak German, we might take him with us on
a trip to Germany only because he is the only one who knows
how to speak German. Now if someone actually does do K, then
when K is the sort of thing which one can be said to know how
to do, the n we have evidence that he knows how to do K. For
example, if I am swimming, then this is evidence that I
know how to swim, and if I am speaking German, then this is
evidence that Iknow how to speak German. So cases of knowing
how furnish statements containing "can" which satisfy the
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condition given in the last paragraph, and this can be said
to attribute powers to people.

But is "It is possible for x to k" ever taken as equiva¬
lent to "x knows how to k"? Cotainly, Hr~T3!ltTW0 if x knows
how to k, then it is possible for x to k, for we cannot know
how to do the impossible. But to begin with, if we say that
it is possible for someone to ewim or to speak German and we
mean that he knows how to ( or can) swim or speak German, then
we are at least being misleading. If someone were paralyzed
from the waist down, I would certainly be entitled to say
that it is not (conditionally) possible for him to swim.
But it is not impossible for a man in normal physical condition
and not prevented by extrinsic conditions from swimming to
swim, even though he might not know how to swim.

But perhaps this use of "can" is a modal use which we
never, in ordinary speech, equate with possibility; and
perhaps there would be no philosophical objections to ex*
tending the term "possible" to cover these cases. But I feel
there are philosophical objection to such an extension of
the term "possible". To begin with, for all the uses of
"possible" which I have considered, the following rule is
valid: "p" entails "Mp". But that x actually does k does
not entail entail that x knows how to k; it is only evidence
that x know how to k. For example, someone may have a book
of German phrases which are written phonetically. We could
imagine him saying the right German phrases in the appropriate
circumstances, looking it up in his book each time. But
in each case he has to look thephrase up in the book. In
this case he would certainly be speaking German, andyet
not know how to speak German. If a friend hears him uttering
one of the phrases and says " I never knew you could speak
German", the appropriate reply would be, "I can't; I just
look the phrase up in my book." But if we hear a person
speaking German, this is certainly evidence that he can speak
German. If we have any doubts, v/e could get a German speaker
to hold a conversation with him just to be sure that he was
not a "special case" like the person with the phrase book.

But there are modal sentences which neither entail
nor are entailed by the corresponding non-modal sentences.
The particular use of modal terms which I have discussed
and which have this characteristic are the imperative modalities.
Perhaps "can", as used in the context of knowing how, is re¬
lated to, or be assimilated to, the weaker of these modalities-
viz., permissibility. But here again there is a difference.
If x does k, this is no evidence at all that it is permissible
for x to k.

Perhaps the most convincing reason for not admitting
"can", in the conitext of knowing how, as a modal term is that
there is noi.correlative term. Consider"It is not the case

that x can not k." In this context, we can just as well
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consider:" It is not the case that x knows how to not k."
What would be another way of saying this with no negation
atTL all? One problem is how we are to construe a state¬
ment to the effect that someone knows how to not do some¬

thing. What would it mean to say of someone that he knows
how to not swim? Knowing how has the implication of
achievement. This is what makes the example of some one
knowing how not to swim so absurd, since swimming is some¬
thing which is learned or achieved. We do not say that we
know how to breathe, we just do breathe. On the other hand,
we do not say of an adult that he knows how to walk, but we
say of a two year old child that he does. Perhaps we can¬
not analyze this notion of learning, acquiring, or achieving
any further. For the present purposes it is enough to note
that knowing how is an achievement verb. What it is for
which it is an achievement not to do is hard to say. If it
is an achievement to do something, then it certainly is not
an achievement not to do it, in the general sense in which
this is meant in connection with knowing how. Of course,
we can often derive a fairly artificial statement of the
form "x knows how to k". For example, it follows from
"x knows how to swim" that x knows how not to sink. Sometimes
it is even natural to form a knowing-how statement with an
internal negation- e_g.,"x knows how not to look guilty."
Usually, though, what we have achieved is expressed by a
positive verb.

Thus it is that when we can say "x knows how to k"
we can rarely, if ever, say " x knows how to not k" for
any x and the the same k as in the positive statement.
Even in the few cases, if any, where we can, the two state¬
ments, for fixed x and k, are not sub-contraries, for x might
know how to k and to not-k, and when he wants to k, he k*s,
and when wants to not-k, he not-k's. This is indicative of
the impossibility of setting up the traditional square of
opposition for "can" as used in the context of knowing how.
The only part of it which still holds is "l£ is not the
case that x can k"("It is not the case that x knows how to k")
and "x can R" (" x knows how to k") are contradictories,
as are statements which are formed by replacing "k" with
"not-k". It follows from this, and is also obvious, that
"It is not the case that x can (knows how to) not-k" does
not entail "x can (knows how to) k".

The conclusion is that "can", in the context of knowing
how, is an achievement, not a modal term. This shows the
danger of Ayers' term "power" when used in discussion about
possibility. "Power" and "can", it appears, are inter-
definable if "can" is restricted to those uses in which "p"
is evidence for "Cp". What Ayers' does, then, amounts to
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using a terra which is determined by more than modal considera¬
tions to act as a sort of arbitrator in a discussion about
modal terms.

It is common in discussions about modalities to find
the terms "can" and "must" analyzed as much, if not more,
than terms like "necessary", "Possible", "certain", and
"permissible". We have already seen the danger of this in
one respect, for "can" is non-modal in contexts of knowing
how; but it is more than just this context that "can" and
"must" are not good choices as "the" modal terms.

Now for all the modal uses which I have considered,
the strong term ( the one which entails the other ) can be
replaced, perhaps with some grammatical changes, by "must",
and the weak term can be replaced, perhaps again, with some
grammatical changes, by "can". Of course, there are some
noticable differences in the way in which "can" and "must"
occur in contexts of the different modal uses. Perhaps
the most noticeable is that in epistemic uses, "can" usually
occurs in the subjunctive at the beginning of the sentence,
i.e., in the form "It could be that,...". Admittedly,
"could" can occur for other modal uses as well, but anything
except the subjunctive couod be misleading in epistemic
contexts.

But "can" and "must" are used in many more cont exts
than those in which they are eliminable in fawor of the modal
terras discussed here. And I think that it is fairly obvious
that in many of these contexts they are not modal at all.
To list some examples: " I can't think of any more cases",
"You can see for yourself", "He can't have said that!"
"I must have been tired to write that!", "You must come
home tomorrow!", "You must see that film". The third and
fifth examples have something in common: "can" or "must"
are used here for what might be called emotive force. That
is, they are not used to express any sort of modality, but
are used to emphasize what the speaker believes, feels,
desires, etc. In the foufrth example, "must" is used in a
tongue-in-cheek fashion. In the first example, "can"
occurs in an idiomatic phrase, viz., "can think of" or
"can't think of". This phrase is more akin to "know of"
than to any simple modal term or phrase. In the second
example, "can" is used to soften a command. Instead of
saying "Look at this if you don't believe me", it would
often times be more polite to say "You can see for yourself."
In the last example, "must" is used simply to emphasize
the advice which the speaker is giving, for it shows that
he feels that the advice is very good.



Admittedly, "necessity" and "possibility" are some¬
times used in extended isenses where they a re hardly modal.
But most of these are jargon terms in which they occur in
only the noun form and cannot be paraphrased into an
adverbial form. We often speak of "The necessities of...",
or "The necessity for...", or "The possibilities of...",
or "The possibility for..." in obvious Jargon uses. But
"necessity" and "possibility" are not such versatile terms
as are "must" and "can". It is this versatility of "must"
and of "can" which makes them what one might call dangerous
terms for an analysis of modal notions. It is apparent,then,
why I have avoided analyzing statements containing "can"
and "must" in the foregoing discussions*
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